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Project management and systems engineering as business concepts are capable of 

achieving of a great number of goals and objectives. These concepts aggregate 

significantly large domains of business notions. Managers of organizations very often tend 

to combine efforts of project managers and systems engineers in order to achieve a specific 

objective. 

This thesis aims at establishing of connection between two domains in terms of project 

management and supervision. Project lifecycle is chosen as the area of overlapping of 

project management and systems engineering. This area encompasses the internal 

problems of project management organizations as the project lifecycle allocates activities 

that accumulate all levels of management in organization.  

In accordance to stated aim carried research includes a couple main activities. Firstly, it 

allocates and classifies the main types of problems that project management organizations 

may encounter during their routine operations. The last branch of activities delivers the 

results of three-staged comparative analysis. In this part identified problems are 

distributed within the stages of the process of engineering of a system. 

During the research there were employed the systematic review of academic articles that 

comparative analysis which was developed by the author of thesis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter introduces the basics of the thesis and picks out the moments that were behind 

the research preparation and logic of the topic development. The chapter falls into the clear 

structure. Firstly, the research background is described. It shows the ground of the notions 

used in the thesis and starts the initial formation of the thesis’s scope. Secondly, research 

gap section depicts in details the area of interest that lacks of the coverage. Then it is 

followed by section that introduces the research questions and objectives set for the thesis. 

Introduction chapter ends with the section showing the structure of the report briefly 

discussing chapters of the thesis.    

1.1. Research background 

Present thesis’s research area finds its place dwelling between two large domains of 

management science: project management (PM) and systems engineering (SE). Both these 

domains at their core should be considered not only as philosophical frameworks to 

management of organizations to wide extent but also as more detailed business approaches 

to enterprise routine supervision of operations. From this point the questions are expected to 

be raised: what fields of business do these domains combine? and what things can they 

possibly share? 

The description of these domains is yet to be introduced in the next parts of the thesis. The 

literature review section is viewed as the tool of shaping the framework for the whole thesis. 

The framework shaping can assist the investigation of areas of issues and development of 

the answers to the questions that are created by the problem, to which the thesis is devoted. 

As the domains tend to represent the great amount of different aspects the review of concepts 

in the literature is focused on the particular branches of PM and SE that fit with the scope of 

the research. The introduction of the background for research falls into description of the 

reasons why PM and SE can be combined and in which fields it tends to be possible.  

The majority of literature sources point out that PM and SE have a lot of aspects in common. 

Thus, Sage and Rouse (2009) say that these two domains are “tightly intertwined”. 

According to Kossiakoff and Sweet (2003) the interrelations are mostly based on the fact 

that systems engineering implementation requires not only the technical skills and 

equipment, but also managerial abilities and traits of individuals carrying out the 

implementation. The abilities and traits tend to include capabilities of technical planning, 
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management and possessing of leadership activities, apart from the science and technology 

application. (Frank, 2000)  

As it can be seen, SE and PM have a significant number of commonalities in a lot of fields, 

tools and instruments applied, scope of duties and responsibilities of project managers and 

systems engineers, etc. Again, the description of these fields makes framework of the thesis 

too wide. So it requires to narrow down the map of concepts. The choice is made to focus 

on the project implementation and supervision as the field of SE and PM overlap.  

The reason behind this choice is that activities carried out in project processing do not seem 

to be wide ranged. Despite of a number of minor differences they still constitute to the core 

algorithm that always starts with planning and goals definition and finishes with integration 

of the project and disposal or retirement. (Kossiakoff and Sweet, 2003) Approaching this 

sequence allows avoiding of misguidances as it follows the certain structure.   

Another reason for this choice may be the small academically investigated area of PM and 

SE overlapping on the project processing basis. In most of the cases reviews pick up the key 

areas of SE and PM and compare them from each domain’s point of view. However, some 

sources provide analysis of common things that precisely match each other. One of these 

approaches is the framework of Kossiakoff and Sweet, (2003) Displayed in the figure 1 it 

depicts several common aspects of the domains in terms of project activities processing. 
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Source: Kossiakoff and Sweet, (2003) 

Figure1. Overlapping areas of SE and PM in a Project. 

As it can be seen, systems engineering and project management tend to employ the same 

logic in definition of tasks, assessing and managing of the risks, and communicating with 

customers and stakeholders of the project. Furthermore, INCOSE (2014) went to the core 

and defined the commonalities in the basic objectives of project systems engineering and 

project management in organizations. They say that on the way of delivering projects of all 

scales SE managers and PM managers always desire the best result of finishing the project 

with development of new or changed system. Both systems engineers and project managers 

first try to understand the roles and responsibilities of each other, and focus on areas of 

operation before the start of changes implementation. These facts contribute to the common 

logic of understanding of the whole process of project duration by the key actors.    

1.2. Research gap 

The subchapter of research gap identification and description prepares the ground for new 

ideas to the topic of the thesis. According to the specificity of this thesis the aim of research 

gap identification is the establishment of possible new directions that could contribute to 

further exploration of the field.   
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As it was stated in previous subchapter, the area of interest lies in the project implementation 

and supervision. However, the overlapping areas seem to be scattered and not connected 

with each other in a significant degree. Besides, they display the static position of elements 

in the sense that they do not progress in levels of the system to which they may be designated. 

From this point it could be the solution to observe the domains’ interaction in the field of 

project implementation and supervision from the side of changeable and progressing aspects 

of business operation. These aspects could combine all sorts of either system’s elements or 

routine activities that constitute to enterprise performance.   

Moreover, it is impossible to say if systems engineering and project management domains 

have ever been compared with respect to sharing the problems that may be encountered in 

different levels of operational systems. Though, there can be found several studies depicting 

challenges and issues of systems engineering and project management but all of them cover 

these topics separately.  

Taking into account all that was mentioned above in this subchapter there can be formulated 

following research gap: project management and systems engineering domains were never 

compared in terms of dynamic changes on the basis of common problems emerging in 

internal systems for project implementation and supervision. In other words, the problem on 

which this thesis will be dwelling can be formulated as the uncertainty about the 

commonalities of project management and systems engineering domains formed on the basis 

of common internal problems. This research gap serves as a starting point for the exploration 

of the topic and setting of the research questions and supporting objectives.  

1.3. Thesis objective 

On the back of introduced research background and research gap identified in previous 

subchapter it is possible to define the issue area related to the field. The area that requires to 

bring the light to it is the field of internal problems that domain of project management and 

domain of systems engineering share on the basis of project implementation and supervision. 

However, the sharing of the same somewhat meaningful problems’ set by default seems less 

likely to be possible. This obstacle requires the research and modelling of the experiment.  

Based on that, the following research question can be raised as the fundament for the research 

and experiment: “What internal problems of project management organizations find their 
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reflection in systems engineering canvas?” From here, it is important to introduce the term 

systems engineering canvas used in the research question. Systems engineering canvas 

should be understood as the number of features typical for systems engineering as 

interdisciplinary approach to building of business processes and systems. These features 

include principles of systems engineering, the sequence of actions involved in systems 

engineering process, fundamental concepts interacting in a system of relationships, and laws 

and rules to which the actors and elements of systems engineering approach have to submit. 

More details about systems engineering concepts will be revealed in further chapters of this 

thesis.   

In order to answer major research question, it is needed to state the smaller research questions 

that would also be supported by research objectives. (Table 1) 

Table 1. Research questions and objectives. 

RQ No. Research question Research objective 

1 
What internal problems of  project 

management organizations exist? 

Investigate the academic 

reviews related to the subject 

Classify the problems identified 

2 
How PM and SE comparison can be 

synchronized? 

Find the fields of PM and SE 

that could be related to each 

other 

3 

How internal problems of PM 

organizations can be distributed within 

SE canvas? 

Develop criteria for comparison 

Carry out the comparative 

analysis according the findings 

of the first two questions 

 

The set of questions and objectives forms the research framework. The whole work 

represents the blending of two approaches: the comprehension of reviews of academic 

articles containing necessary material and the modelling of the experiment. The first 

approach is aimed to answer the first two questions. In fact, the true value of answers to these 

questions is to provide inputs for the following approach of experiment modelling. The 

experiment includes the investigation of related concepts in order to identify their main 
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attributes which are going to be used as the criteria-shapers for comparative analysis. The 

comparative analysis substitutes to the main part of the experiment modelling part. 

1.4. Structure of the thesis 

Thesis is represented in a clear and coherent structure. The description of the topic is carried 

out in seven chapters. Each of these chapters has its own specific aim that is useful in the 

matter of topic description. 

The first chapter is an introductive part. It explains what problems this thesis is aimed to 

solve, how those problems can be resolved and which concepts and fields are connected with 

the topic of thesis. The explanation of these things is done in four subchapters. The formation 

of the scope of the thesis is carried out in first two subchapters. They also contain the initial 

formation of the framework for research. The research gap is also identified within these 

subchapters. Then the introductive chapter raises the research questions and sets the 

supporting objectives of the thesis. The structure of the thesis with the description of its 

chapters is introduced in the end of the introduction. 

The second chapter is the review of related concepts. The review of concepts related to the 

topic of the thesis has to be considered as the start of the problem’s working out. The reason 

for that is that it provides the initial understanding of the areas with which the present thesis 

deals in the whole sequence of its parts. Besides of introduction of the main notions and 

areas of the study review of related literature brings the light to the problem of compatibility 

of two frameworks that are fundamental for the thesis: systems engineering and project 

management in organizations. It describes the common fields of PM and SE in more detailed 

way. It is done in order to identify more basis for comparison of the domains in terms of the 

raised questions and objectives. Generally, the first part of the work continues shaping of the 

scope of fields to which extent the analyses and results of this thesis should be framed further 

in the work. 

The next chapter of thesis represents the methodology of the development of solution to 

raised problem. It describes the methods implemented to each of the session of operations 

which results are represented in the part of results’ discussion. Each of the parts has its own 

methodology and theory applied for data allocation and analysis. Methodology chapter can 

be divided into two major sections: methodology of allocation of internal problems for 
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organizations and methods and theories applied for synthesis of those problems within the 

concepts that shape the scope of present work. 

The fourth chapter is devoted to the objective of identification and classification of the 

problems of project management organizations. It displays what problems were identified 

using the methodology described in previous chapter. Besides, it also shows how identified 

problems can be classified according to the criteria described in the methodological chapter. 

The chapter is divided into five sections according to principle of distinguishing of problems 

within the levels of management in organization. The important thing is that this chapter has 

to be considered as the beginning of the preparation for comparative analysis. 

The following chapter is to display the first two stages of comparative analysis. These stages 

are significant as they carry the sessions of distribution and corresponding which prepare the 

material for the final stage of comparative analysis which is the essence of the thesis. The 

first stage displays the distribution of problems within the stages of project lifecycle as the 

main deliverables in the project management organization. The second stage shows the 

simple correspondence of phases of project lifecycle and the stages of systems engineering. 

Each of these stages is carefully carried out according to the methodology described in 

respective chapter. Though, these stages are the parts of comparative analysis they are put 

in the chapter of preparation stages. It was made this way because they shape the ground and 

inputs for the most important last stage which achieves the main objectives of thesis. 

The sixth chapter that is devoted to the last stage of comparative analysis, actually, combines 

the representation and discussion of findings and results of the thesis. It is done so du o the 

fact that the results of the last stage provide the solution to set objectives and answers the 

research questions of the thesis.  The stage represents the distribution of identified problems 

within the stages of systems engineering. This distribution falls into two steps: simple 

distribution of problems within the groups of stages and deep distribution of problems within 

each of the stages of the group according to developed criterion. The first step illustrates 

how the groups of problems formed according to the phase of project lifecycle correspond 

with the groups of stages of systems engineering. The ground for that type of correspondence 

lies in particular mathematical and philosophical logical theories. The second stage list the 

number of tables and descriptions to them which display which internal problems of the 

project management organizations correspond to a certain stage of SE. 
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The last chapter of thesis contains conclusions. In the conclusions there can be found the 

short descriptions of what was done and what results were gotten in this thesis. The results 

particularly explain what are the main contributions of the findings of the thesis to the whole 

field of science. Besides, they also bring ideas of how those findings can be implemented I 

the real life by project management enterprises. Despite the achievement of the goals of 

thesis it is important to mention what things this work was not able to cover and what 

problems were not solved due to the number of reasons. In other words, the chapter 

introduces the possible ideas for future research in this area and explains what limitations 

and constrictions did not allow doing this in the present work. 

The thesis ends with the sections of reference list. Reference list introduces all the academic 

literature that was used during the work on the topic of the work. The list consists of ___ 

sources. Literature that was used includes different types of sources. There can be found the 

academic articles of European universities of management or technology science, accessed 

either via web sites or databases of LUT Academic Library. Another type of literature 

sources is the extraction of blocks form books related to the fields of project management 

and systems engineering. These blocks usually contain some lists of items and their 

descriptions, classifications and definitions. The last type of sources used holds the web sites 

that, mostly contain definitions to small concepts or classifications. 
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2. REVIEW OF RELATED CONCEPTS  

The review of concepts related to this thesis covers major aspects of three fields that lie 

within the scope of the raised questions in this thesis. These fields are represented by three 

parts of literature review chapter two of which correspond to large domains of management 

science: Project Management and Systems Engineering. The last part of this chapter 

introduces overlapping areas of project management and systems engineering domains. 

When first two parts form the borders for the framework to narrow down the area of 

problems identification, the part investigating overlapping areas provides markers for 

possible directions of correspondence of project management and systems engineering.  

2.1. Project management 

The concept of project management in organizations seems to be the notion of large scale. 

The covering of all of its aspects does not prove to be reasonable. This chapter touches only 

the fundamentals of project management in organizations that contribute to the problem 

statement and shaping of less wide framework for problems identification and their 

synthesis. 

According to Project Management Institute’s website PMI.org (2016), project management 

is the approach to management of organization when the operation of the enterprise is based 

on the project-team relations. Determined goal is achieved by the efforts of a particular 

project group responsible for the field to which the goal belongs or is addressed by top 

management. Project teams consist of a number of employees specialized in a particular 

fields valuable for achieving of the goal. 

Project management in organizations is formed by two basic aspects: the project structure 

adapted by organization and the lifecycle of the project.  These aspects are significant in the 

matter of formation of the proper framework for the thesis. The project structure is 

considered to be the one of main constituents as it aggregates all the processes in companies’ 

activities and employees’ efforts in those processes. Project lifecycle as another main 

constituent to project management concept provides the majority of deliverables to operate 

in the formation of precise and accurate framework for the thesis. 
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2.1.1. Project management structures 

The majority of the authors investigating that field usually tend to distinguish three basic 

types of organizational structures for the companies that implement project management 

approach. The most complete but precise description is made by Dusan Bobera (2008). The 

author describes following the most typical kinds of project management structures: 

functional, pure project, and combined or matrix.  

According to the functional type of project management organization the project is supposed 

to be realized in one functional part of the company. The appointment of a particular 

functional department for a project depends on the specifics of the project and requirements 

set to it. (Burke, 1998) Figure 2 shows the standard example of the functional type of project 

management organization. 

 

Source: Bobera, (2008) 

Figure 2. Functional type of project management organization. 

Functional organizations possess the largest degree of personnel flexibility. The main task 

of top management is to appoint the right department for project realization. In that case the 

department already has the base of knowledge that relates to the area of the project. It also 

gives an advantage of fast mobilization of human and knowledge resources in case of 

unexpected difficulties. This structure also allows the rotation of the experts between the 
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multiple projects in case those experts are temporarily not exploited in a single project. 

Moreover, this type of structure fosters experience and knowledge exchange between the 

experts having different fields of expertise. It is possible through the grouping of them for 

the particular task completion. In many cases, groups shaped on functional basis serve as a 

good place for individual promotion of employees in the department or the whole enterprise 

because project work allows to show the potential of the workers hidden in the daily routine. 

(Graham and Englund, 2003) However, the quality of the project work done is often far from 

perfect as clients of the project tend to be not in the center of attention and activities of 

workers. It happens because the primary work of personnel still remains the priority to the 

disadvantage of project. Besides, in their project activities project group members are usually 

oriented on their routine activities and focus on the trends that may have nothing to do with 

the project environment. The quality of project also suffers from problems in coordination 

between the parts of a group and lack of motivation of members in those groups. (Charvat, 

2003) 

Pure project management organization type employs significantly different approach to 

management. Apart from the functional organization, project unit in pure project 

organization is separated from the rest of the enterprise. The independence of the unit lies in 

own staff with special expertise and administrative structure which is the only channel of 

connection with the other parts of organization. This administrative structure reports to the 

management of home organization on periodical basis and by this embodying the only 

channel of connection of project unit with the whole enterprise. (Burke, 1998) The degree 

of independence, however, may be diverse from one organization to another. Some of the 

units may have total freedom while others are subjected to the supervising units by the means 

of rules, financial flows and staffing.  (Maylor, 2003) The most typical example of pure 

project organizations is displayed at figure 3. 

In the most of the cases project managers are the only supervisors of the projects which 

makes the decision-making process faster and more efficient. The higher structures in these 

cases usually play roles of sponsors and resources’ distributors. They also are informed about 

encountered problems and the results of the project.  
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Source: Bobera, (2008) 

Figure 3. Pure project type of project management organization. 

Pure project organizations also gain advantage when it comes to experience, knowledge, and 

skills’ exchange between project units especially when the work is done successfully. From 

the other side, companies adapting this type of structure have to be careful about its 

peculiarities. All internal processes need to be fine-tuned especially when organizations have 

to deal with many of difficult and high technological projects at the same time. Projects’ 

realization in the majority of cases tends to be very expensive and may cause additional 

problems in the ways of resources allocation and money acquiring. Moreover, the important 

thing is that these organizations focus on project realization what puts in danger their 

existence when it comes to the situation when one project is finished and no projects are 

expected in the future. (Burke, 1998) 

The matrix organization was developed as the respond to disadvantages of functional and 

pure project organizational structures. In general words, this type of structure combines 

features of those that were described before fostering the advantages of them and trying to 

eliminate the weak points. (Grundy and Brown, 2001) The thing important to say is that 

matrix structures tend to differ among themselves to some extent as such things as degree 

project unit integration into home organization, the independence of it, and the specificity of 

projects to carry out are up to the management of the organization trying to adapt this type 

of structure. Bobera (2008) gives an example of “strong matrix structure” where project unit 

is not strongly separated from the rest of the company. This example is introduced in the 

figure 4. 
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Source: Bobera, (2008) 

Figure 4. Matrix type of project management organization. 

Matrix based organization is described to be the most flexible organization in terms of 

resources allocation as it enables the mechanism of drawing of the specialists with their 

knowledge and skills from the departments not involved in the project. As figure 3 

demonstrates each figure under the department correspond to the degree of workload of each 

of the departments in each of the projects. It all allows fast rotating and reappointing of 

experts between the projects. With the project manager responsible for the work and partial 

employment of functional departments the client is paid with attention without any damage 

to the rest of company’s performance. Such performance is supported by the administrative 

staff which is able either respond to the needs of project units or interfere the process. 

However, this approach does not seem to eliminate all possible disadvantages inherited by 

pure project and functional types. Thus, in majority of cases too much of administrative 

power tend to concentrate in functional departments which slows down the process of 

decision making. Also it is not possible to get free from the dependence on project 

“beginning-end” cycle when the biggest part of company’s operations shut down with the 
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end of a project. Finally, specialists in this type of structure are subjected to reporting to two 

supervisors which are their project leader and the head of the department. Such situation 

creates the branch of problems related to coordination of workflows and informational flows 

between departments. (Meredith and Mantel, 2002) 

Each of structures described in this part has project lifecycle as its main operational unit. 

Next part gives the explanation of project lifecycle notion and its main constituents.  

2.1.2. Review of project lifecycle phases 

Results of the first stage comparison highly depends on what should be understood under 

project lifecycle, its phases and their description. Watt A. (2016) sees project lifecycle 

consisting of four following major phases:  

1. Initiation,  

2. Planning,  

3. Implementation,  

4. Closure.  

According to Watt A. (2016) main objective of the initiation phase is to identify the goal of 

the project and the needs that it has to satisfy after implementation. Initiation phase can be 

divided into two part: preparation for initiation part and initiation itself.  

A couple of important things should be focused on by managers during the preparation for 

initiation. Firstly, project managers carry certain activities that target the development of the 

means for achieving main goals derived from established needs, problems and requirements. 

The goals as a response to the cause of projects implementation have to be officially 

documented as a form of a business case which contains possible solutions that can be 

recommended for integration. Secondly, it is very important to pay attention to issue of 

project feasibility. In order to address this issue project managers need to investigate if the 

established goals and recommended solutions are viable and ultimately confirmed. The 

whole necessity of the project is also investigated during project’s feasibility analysis. In 

other words, to prepare project for initiation and planning managers should answer two 

questions: “Can we do the project?” and “Should we do the project?”. To summarize the 

meaning of preparation for initiation phase it can be said that justification, feasibility and 
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preliminary direction of the project are verified, validated and confirmed in order to prove 

its viability.  

Initiation of the project phase carries different scope of activities. After preparation phase 

the formation of work groups takes place which then proceeds into drafting of more detailed 

units called project teams. This formation is accompanied by all the procedures related to 

team-building techniques and delegation of responsibilities while the basic data about project 

(project scope) is documented. It includes goals, duration of project, responsible managers, 

etc.   When the groups and teams are formed they can proceed to the phase of planning based 

on basic data of the project. 

According to Bowen R. (2015) the phase of planning contains nine steps. She distinguishes 

the steps in accordance to determined activities carried that ought to be carried sequentially. 

Those steps and their descriptions are listed as follows: 

1. Reviewing/revision of the project documentation prepared in the initiation phase. 

This mean prevents project from emerging of so called “scope creep” which is the 

change of determined earlier timeline, cost of the project and the goals that does not 

demand the necessary manual correction of budget and the schedule of project. This 

revision aims at ensuring that shaping of project scope is finished, and project scope 

itself is measurable and specific enough. 

2. Decomposition of the project body. This procedure includes the dissembling of the 

project into parts, milestones, events, and tasks. Those identified components then 

are put into a hierarchy displaying the “work breakdown structure” of a project. 

3.  Formation of “organizational breakdown structure” of a project. Based on the “work 

breakdown structure” this type of structure displays the hierarchy structure of 

individuals involved in a project. 

4. Resource allocation. In this part step involves a number of activities devoted to task 

assignments, defining of the costs associated with tasks and activities, and identifying 

objects necessary to support tasks completing and carrying of activities. This step is 

important in the planning procedures and should be undergone carefully. 

5. Development of project schedule. In this document there should be put all the 

milestones with time of their completion, the scope of tasks and individuals 

responsible for them, and estimated communication frequency in a project. 
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6. Planning of the budget and finding of the ways of allocating of resources to support 

project changes. 

7. Assessing of the risks associating with a project. This step is aimed at prediction of 

all the risks which are most likely to emerge before the completion of project and at 

the end of it. The modelling is held with different types of budgeting and scheduling. 

The main goals are to gather all possible risks and create the environment for a 

project that will reduce the likelihood of happening of those risks. 

8. Integration of commination plan and stakeholders’ analysis. There are identified 

following elements and attributes: when the communication will possible occur and 

who will be responsible for delivering messages and processing the communication. 

9. Finishing of plan development. Double-check of all elements properly evaluated and 

integrated in the project and enterprise environment.  

Planning phase is complete after superior managers approve and document the plan. This 

phase is followed by implementation or execution phase. 

Execution of the project is the implementation of all developments created during the 

planning phase. In the process of plan execution there should be carried the control and 

supervision of all main deliverables that act as the outputs of project. The control and 

supervision is performed by risks’ assessment, issues and changes’ identification, reviewing 

of quality of deliverables and comparison of them against the selection criteria. The phase 

ends with production of all deliverables and/or development of final solution. (Westland, J, 

2008) 

Within the execution process there could be identified several major activities. According to 

Westland, J (2008) there are twelve activities in the phase of execution.  

Main activities include following elements: 

1. “Building deliverables”. Physical construction of items in accordance to the goals 

and requirements of customers (including delivering of services). 

2. “Monitor and control”. Means of monitor and control ensure the production meet the 

raised requirements and established goals. The activity consists of nine process 

presented in a diagram around the main activities. 
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3. “Perform a phase review”. This activity is important for the project managers as it 

allows critical comprehension of what was done, correcting of severe mistakes and 

preparing the project for the next phase of lifecycle. 

Next part of the field of elements in execution phase is constituted by the processes that 

support monitoring and control activity. The list of processes is presented as follows: 

1. “Time management”. A process of tracking and recording of the time spent by 

individual on a particular task. Timesheet as a tool for time control assists in a 

displaying of time spending and allows to reassign resources to eliminate the most 

time-consuming tasks and milestones. 

2. “Cost management”. The audition of expenses allows work groups staying in touch 

with the project going and see the tasks demanding more or less resources. 

3. “Quality management”. Quality as the set of product’s features and characteristics 

desired by customer has to be tracked and controlled by the work groups. The main 

task is to assure that quality meets the demands or shifts them.   

4. “Change management”. Monitoring and recording the changes in a project moving 

is important for the reason of tracking if the project moving is still the established 

project scope. 

5. “Risk management”. Identification of all risks the project encounter at any stage is 

possible by registering occurring risks in a special forms and processing them with 

due tools.  

6. “Issue management”. The process of identifying, tracking, registering and evaluating 

of an issue. Processed issue is delivered to project manager to find a proper solution 

to the problem. 

7. “Procurement management”. The managing of the resources delivered from the 

suppliers. The flow of transactions is monitored by the accounting of purchase orders 

and requests registered in a procurement register. 

8. “Acceptance management”. The means of controlling of customers’ satisfaction are 

guaranteed by the forms of customer’s acceptance filled against the shipment of an 

item. 

9. “Communications management”. The process of capturing, registering and 

processing of messages being sent and delivered in the project and within the 
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enterprise. The main objective of communications management is to request and 

display the status of the project. 

Once the deliverables are built and the whole set of tasks and processes in the execution 

phase is reviewed project proceeds to the phase of closure. 

Closure phase incorporates a number of activities that stand for finishing operations. Thus, 

during the closing activities the last deliverables are released to the customer, all 

documentation is transferred to the enterprise, resources involved in the project are 

disengaged, and the stakeholders are informed about the closure of the project. Moreover, 

the review of the whole project identifies mistakes and provides new tips, thoughts and 

insights to the work groups and managers by this creating new knowledge basement in the 

enterprise for future projects. (Watt A. ,2016) 

Detailed description of the project lifecycle allows understanding of fundamental principle 

of the process and spots the ground for comparison between the scope of internal problems 

and the stages of project lifecycle. Finding common attributes of problem groups and stages 

of project lifecycle will allow developing of the criteria for comparison of them. Thus, the 

grouping criterion in review of internal problem were the level of the organization where a 

problem may occur. It has a several grounds for it: the type of employees whose actions 

cause the problem or are affected by the problem and the degree of damage inflicted to an 

enterprise on particular level. The same or similar attributes can be viewed through the 

stages’ sequence on project lifecycle as description of each phase gives the general 

information about the employees and managers involved in activities within it as a starting 

point. 

2.2. The concept of systems engineering  

As International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) states the notion of system 

engineering takes its roots from the middle of 20th century. It was originally put into practice 

in the Bell Telephone Laboratories in the 1940s with the fact that a number of fundamental 

systems engineering concepts have already been in use by Bell Telephone Laboratories in 

the earliest of 20th century. (Schlanger 1956; Hall 1962; Fagan 1978) From that period the 

whole concept was widely used in the military field, e.g. the development of the missile 

defense system by United States Department of Defense. (Goode and Machol 1957) 
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However, during that period of time systems engineering approaches were far from the 

current state of the discipline. The main focus of the concept was the application of the 

approaches in the U.S. Army Air Forces during the World War II. According to (Hall, 1962) 

there was first attempt to teach systems engineering as an academic discipline in High School 

when the director of systems engineering at Bell Telephone Laboratories Mr. Gillman began 

teaching of the discipline in Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in the beginning 

of 1950s.  

With its development, nowadays SE represents a large domain of aspects. INCOSE defines 

it as “an interdisciplinary approach and a means to enable the realization of successful 

systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and required functionality early in the 

development cycle, documenting requirements, then proceeding with design synthesis and 

system validation while considering the complete problem.” 

Though systems engineering presents the large scope of notions, principles and disciplines, 

it may not seem reasonable to describe all of them. Moreover, the definition presented before 

gives the authority to focus on two fields of systems engineering approach. The first field 

requires the description of notion “system” as the very fundamental aspect of systems 

engineering. The second field gathers the approaches to create the process of system’s 

engineering and integration. 

2.2.1. System and functional analysis 

System has to be understood as “a set of interacting or interdependent entities, real or 

abstract, forming an integrated whole.” (Blanchard and Fabricky, 2010) William W. 

Arrasmith (2015) contributes to definition of system by saying that system can be 

considered to consist not only of the items but “entities”. Entities should be understood as 

complex elements or institutions completing certain groups of functions that enables 

system to operation. Those institutions, in other words, can be called subsystems as they 

are most probably expected to include a number of interacting and interdependent 

elements. Each of these subsystems has special properties and features which make system 

the unique being that is significantly different from another system carrying almost the 

same set of functions. As the systems can exist as the physical objects and mechanisms as 

social groups of people like organizations they have to fulfill determined set of functions. 

Depending on the feature of the institutions of the particular system a common situation 
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emerges when elements are obliged to interact or collaborate with outside institutions, e.g. 

the elements of another system or subsystem. It follows to another property of the system 

which is that system cannot exist without reason or goal of operation. From that point of 

view, it can be presumed that functions of the system can be understood as the goals of 

smaller elements (subsystems) of which the system consists as it can be seen in figure 5. 

 
Source: The Author 

Figure 5. The scheme of the goals-functions transition in the system. 
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On the figure 1 it can be seen that System 1 (the number stands for the assumption that 

target system can be a part of the system of bigger scale) consists of several subsystems 

from Subsystem 1 to Subsystem N+1 each fulfilling the functions from Function 1 to 

Function M of its Elements. Operation of each subsystem results in achieving one or 

several particular goals which serves as a mean of achieving a goal of the whole system by 

embodying the functions of System 1. The concept of function transferability presented 

above leads to another main aspect of SE which is the functional analysis. 

Functional analysis serves as a tool in the process of designing new systems and 

identifying their architectures. It can be applied in every of stages of designing process, 

which are: conceptual design, preliminary design, and detail design. (Raymer, 1999) 

However, the most helpful it seems during the stage of conceptual design, because of the 

big variety of possible solutions for future system designated for a particular product or 

another system. The main advantage of functional analysis as a tool is its capacity of 

allocating all possible options and elimination of missing of a number of ideas that can 

bring the most advantageous solutions. (Viola et al., 2012) That feature tends to be the 

most helpful large and complex systems with multiple levels and often transfers of 

functions.  

Functional analysis takes part in the middle activitie of systems engineering process. It 

starts when the mission objectives or top leve system requirements were defined. One of tts 

main aims is to identify the physical components of future product and to see their 

interrelations. Thus, it allows to forsee and create the futue architecture of product or 

system. Another objectve of fucntional analysis tends to be the initial identification or 

refrshing of functional requirements to the system or to the levels of the system. (Viola et 

al., 2012) 

The process or methodology of functional analysis is presented in the figure 6. The scheme 

illustrates the variety of functional analysis tasks and relations between them. In this figure 

there can also be seen the outputs of the process. According to Viola et al. (2012) the 

whole methodology contains the following five tasks: functional tree, functions/ 

components or functions/ devices matrix, product or physical tree, connection matrix, and 

functional block diagram. 
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Source: Viola et al. (2012) 

Figure 6. The Functional Analysis. 

Functional tree’s main objective is to describe a product or a system using its functions. In 

general, it shows what the product is able to do and of what it is capable by the end of its 

development. This task methodology encompasses the functions’ decomposition. It 

demonstrates how functions are possible to derive from the main function or objective, e.g. 

mission objectives or top level requirements. The core idea of functional tree is the 

composition of the multiplicative scheme of how main function derives into a number of 

high level functions that are supposed to support it These functions are then decomposed 

into lower level functions until it shows the basic functions. Functional tree task ends with 

identification of basic functions that support the main mission of the product operation. 

The task of functions requirements’ identification is followed by choosing of components 

that are able to fulfill them. This task is performed by the construction of functions/ 

components matrix. It is built through the simple matching of basic functions with the 
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components of designed system or product that could perform those functions. As result 

this task has the map of basic functions and basic components’ correlation. 

The product tree is created based on the functions/components matrix. In fact, it is being 

built sequentially with the matrix, as the correlation of functions and components forms the 

structure of the product itself. It shows the hierarchy of constituents to the system or 

product and displays all the components, devices and equipment connected. 

After the identification of all the components that contribute the product or system it goes 

the defining of the connection between them. This task is performed by the connection 

matrix. Graphically this matrix can also be introduced as the triangular which fundament is 

the number of components. Each of components is checked with the others if they any of 

connections, e.g. information exchange, mechanical flow, etc. If there is a connection the 

mark is put in the place of their crossing. This tools brings better understanding to the 

structure of the system or the product as is displays it as the number of interconnected and 

integrated elements. 

According to the scheme of process functional block diagram finalizes functional analysis. 

However, as Viola et al. (2012) state this tool mostly performs the same task as connection 

matrix. The blocks in the diagram represent the components of product or system. These 

blocs are connected with the lines, which have directions. Directions display the 

connections between block and describe the nature of the connection. In fact, it describes 

more deeply the connections between components in comparison with the connection 

diagram so it can be taken as the next stage in functional analysis. The lines also show and 

mark the kind of connection making the scheme more transparent. 

As it was stated previously the functional analysis tends to be a significant part in the 

whole process of systems engineering.  The important thing to underline is that systems 

engineering can be approached in different ways in terms of creating a sequence of tasks. 

That is why it is important to clearly identify the righter place of functional analysis in it.  

2.2.2. Approaches to sequencing of stages of systems engineering  

According to the agenda of related concepts review one of the fields of systems engineering 

that require the review is the ways to compose the algorithm or sequence of tasks and actions 

in order to design the system. In literature there are several approaches to address process 
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nature of systems engineering. Oliver, et al. (1997) sees systems engineering as six-stage 

sequential (with 3 optional) process that at certain circumstances has iterative nature.  

 

Source: Oliver, et al. (1997) 

Figure 7. The six steps of systems engineering technical core process. 

On the step 1 the information issues are processed. All possible information in the input is 

processed and evaluated. It is made for elimination of information incompleteness, 

redundancy, and inconsistency. Thus, the matter of this step is to prepare data and 

information resources received from the previous subsystem or element for further use in the 

current process.  

Steps 2, 3, and 4 usually perform as optional without demanding of use of efforts on 

combining them together. They do not depend on each other and do not have anyhow strong 

connection, but parallel following on each of these appear to be ineffective. 

Step 2 defines possible criteria for preliminary optimization of the system. During this step 

the effectiveness is measured against the needs identified in the input data from previous 

step. Based on that the key requirements are acquired (from three to fifteen). They stand as 
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criteria of success or failure against the options in the next step which is the trade-off 

analysis. 

Step 3 includes activities that target designing of mode of behavior. Behavior has to be 

understood as the set of functions that are planned to be performed, control of functions and 

inputs and outputs following identified functions. The logic of the designing can be of two 

ways: scenario specific and not scenario specific. They mostly differ in techniques of the 

design. The first way shows functions and their sequence by using methods, e.g. Functional 

Flow Block Diagram and Catalyst Process Charts. Whereas, not scenario specific way shows 

functions, inputs, outputs using methods, e.g. Data Flow Diagram and IDEF0. 

Step 4 is initiated when the desired behavior is designed separately from structure. On this 

step the alternate structure models are identified. It mostly resembles the step #3, but is made 

in case of allocation of modelled behavior onto more specific and complex structures, which 

cannot be prepared during the simple behavior design. 

On step 5 there is a selection of best alternative structures. It is usually based on the identified 

measures of effectiveness in previous step. Trade-off analysis is a key practice due to the 

fact that it allows finding most optimal solution when guaranteeing the choice of the most 

emergent behavior in the complex systems. On this step it is possible to move back to step 

1 because no alternative architecture meets the criteria of effectiveness. This iteration may 

occur multiple times for finding feasible solution. Changing criteria by making them softer 

may foster the process and decrease the number of iterations.  

Step 6 represents the plan of implementation of the identified feasible and most optimal 

system architecture. The points of plan include issues, ways of risk reduction that were 

identified during the escribed process. It may also contain system’s architecture for another 

level system which input can be an output of the designed system. Usually it serves as a basis 

for requirements for next level system. (Peter Webb, 2003) 

Defense Acquisition University Press (2001) provides another vision to the process of 

systems engineering. According to its authors the whole process is possible to be divided 

into two big phases: systems engineering itself (figure 8) and development phasing (figure 

9). Development phasing can be understood as the stage of preparation for systems 
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engineering because initially it is considered to be the one of activities in systems 

engineering management. 

 

Source: Defense Acquisition University Press, (2001) 

Figure 8. Development Phasing. 

As it can be seen form the picture development phasing acts through a number of certain 

stages and levels. These stages and levels are, as follows: 

 During the concept studies stage which are found on the concept level the system 

concept description is usually made by the group of responsible specialists; 

 System description in the terms of the requirements is the activity that team of 

developers carry on the system level; 

 The level of subsystem and/or components encompasses activities devoted to 

creating of a set of the component and/or subsystem product descriptions in 

performance terms. It is followed by detailed description of the characteristics of the 

product that are essential; for the production and assembly. 

The system engineering approach can be used on each level of the development phasing. 

The main target of it is to create configuration baselines which are basically the 
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descriptions of the components. Baselines are created for each level and by this grow 

more detailed moving from one level to another. 

The systems engineering process as an activity can also be divided into a number of 

layers and stages (figure 6). Generally, there can be distinguished following basic stages: 

 Identification of the needs of the stakeholders who have an interest in the 

developing of the system; 

 Transformation of the needs into requirements to the system, i.e. to system 

product and process descriptions; 

 Generation of the information for people responsible for making of the decisions; 

 Providing of output that should be able to serve as an input for the system of next 

level. 

 

Source: Defense Acquisition University Press, (2001) 

Figure 9. The systems engineering process. 

The core activities of systems engineering displayed on the picture above – Requirements 

Analysis, Functional Analysis and Allocation, and Design Synthesis – are brought to the 
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balance by the tools System Analysis and Control. Controls are used to track requirements 

and developed decisions, support technical baselines, keep under control risks and interfaces, 

evaluate costs, schedule, and performance. They also ensure that the requirements are met 

and the progress follows the planned performance. As a result of the activity the architecture 

is provided. The architectures can be divided into three types: 

 Functional architecture that determine and structures requirements from point of 

view of allocated requirements and performance connection, 

 Physical architecture that provides the scheme of the designed product and how it 

can be dissembled into subsystems and components, 

 System architecture shows the set of all products that take part in the activities 

supporting the system and processes important for the key operations of the system, 

e.g. development, production, deployment, training, etc. 

Systems engineering logically ends with systems integration. The most common practice is 

the integration of the system into the lifecycle of another system that is bigger and more 

complicated. 

Another vision is brought to the process of systems engineering by William M. Arrasmith 

(2015). He sees this process progressing through the lifecycle of the product or social system.  

The framework proposed by him is originally focused on the product system development. 

But the logic of the framework can also be applied to social system designing techniques. 

This approach represents the “V” process model diagram (figure 10). On the picture the 

optical system designing is described as an example of engineered system. The model 

displays the hierarchical, sequential and complementary activities embedded into lifecycle 

of the product or system which are possible to be separated at any time. “V” process model 

best shows the connection between all levels of system (system, subsystem and components) 

requirements in a traditional systems engineering in lifecycle canvas.   
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Source: Arrasmith, (2015) 

Figure 10. The V-process model illustrating the connection between system-level, 

subsystem-level, and component-level requirements and test throughout the traditional 

systems engineering life-cycle phases. 

The traditional phasing of systems engineering steps is located in the upper rectangular box. 

Conceptual design phase includes steps that target the preparation of the requirements 

documentation for the system. It takes into consideration stakeholders plans with enterprise 

architecture and explores the concepts and particular business case. The result of the 

activities on that stage is the problem definition and creation of the specification for the 

product/system. Specification created during the conceptual design phase has to be approved 

at the system segment scanning which formally initiates preliminary design phase in the 

process. The main objective of preliminary design phase is to enable the preparation g the 

subsystem-level requirements documentation containing new set of specifications. After the 

acceptance of new specifications new phase of detailed design and development is started. 

During this phase the task of the team is to develop detailed design of the system, drawings, 

associated specifications and more specific requirements to the system that are based on the 

specifications determined during previous steps. Detailed design and development phase 

includes activities focused on building and testing of the prototype. At the end of all the 

activities associated with this phase detailed design documentation is approved that gives 

the formal start for production of the item or creation of the special needs oriented system. 
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In the diagram this step stands in the middle corresponding for the phase of component 

design and fabrication.  

Next phases following fabrication are located on the right line of the “V” and stand for testing 

of the “as-built” system in the multiple levels from component/element to a bigger system. 

On the highest level there is a system-level formal test called FT&E (functional test and 

evaluation) which is being assisted by another formal test called OT&E (operational test and 

evaluation) that displays the end of the system development process. Operational test and 

evaluation is used in operational conditions, i.e. during simulation. On this step the project 

team evaluates the performance of the system, suggests improvements and implement 

changes to design and characteristics in accordance to “configuration control methodology.” 

If system gets positive results from the tests it indicates that design matches the requirements 

and fits properly with bigger system. After that the system proceeds to further phase of 

operation, maintenance, support and retirement or disposal. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

The approach to working out of the solution to the problem stated in the present thesis seems 

to be consisted of several methods. The reason for that variety of methods lies in the 

multiplicity of activities that was carried out during the research and experiment. Each of 

these activities demands its own approach and method. When the resolving of the problem 

progresses in the thesis they cannot sustain the same logic. In fact, the whole approach 

represents the sequence of steps. Each of these steps creates necessary ground for the next 

steps constituting to the resolution of the stated problem. The sequence consists of the parts 

of the present thesis that were described previously in the structure part of introduction. 

Graphically this logical sequence can be described as the process scheme in the figure 11. 

 

Source: The Author 

Figure 11. The logical sequence of thesis methodology. 

Thesis framework formation 
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As it can be seen from the chapter of literature review there were taken several concepts in 

two main domains to which the stated problem is referred in terms of research activities and 

solution development. Thus, in the domain of the project management there were chosen 

three concepts or fields: types of project organizational structures, principles of structure 

designing with factors affecting them, and phases of project lifecycle as more detailed 

deliverable for the following sessions of comparative analysis. Those fields of project 

management domain were selected as the directions of framework because they introduce 

the main places in organizational flows where problems and disorders were supposed to be 

the most likely to occur. The assumption is based on the fact that those fields aggregate the 

majority of processes, informational flows, and people’s efforts that is the best “breeding 

ground” for conflicts, problems, and disorders. At the same time, the domain of systems 

engineering is represented by the following concepts: the system, systems engineering itself, 

and the types systems engineering stages as algorithm. Though systems engineering concept 

tends to represent a lot of notions and smaller concepts the focus in review is made on the 

process side of it. This emphasis though does not describe the true nature of systems 

engineering approach it provides more points of touch between field of systems engineering 

and project management in organizations.  

The main body of the methods used in this thesis is described further according to each part 

of the logical sequence of thesis methodology. 

3.1. Internal problems identification 

The allocation of the problems that project management organizations may encounter in their 

operations was carried out through the systematic studying of the academic articles. Those 

articles were aimed at reviewing of the internal organizational problems that project 

management organizations encounter the most often. The articles also included reviews on 

the problems that are the most typical for any kind of organization. For that purpose, there 

were scanned more than 20 articles found with the usage of the following key words and 

phrases: issues, challenges, problems, project, project management, project organizations, 

business, internal problems. However, only a few of scanned articles with those parameters 

provided full coverage of problems. Full coverage includes problems’ descriptions, effects 

and possible reasons of their occurrence. The articles that were chosen as a source for 

problems collection offer the comprehension of both the surveys and interviews with 
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employees in companies. The surveys and interviews were carried out in organization in 

enterprises of different scale. The scale of organizations varies from small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs) to transnational corporations and holdings. That is why, it is possible to 

say that results of the surveys and interviews used as the material for article reviews advocate 

to any type of organizations. This consequently leads to conclusion that the findings of this 

thesis will be reliable to any type of enterprise.   

The multiplicity of problems and their diversity leads to the necessity of classification of 

them. This classification has to be done in the scale of an organization. The framework used 

for problems’ classification is introduced in the scheme which is displayed in figure 12. The 

representation of the results of problems identification is carried out following with this 

framework. It i is universal and compatible with almost all of the types of organizations. The 

scheme is followed by the descriptions of groups and the criteria according to which these 

groups were formed in order to create preliminary classification for further steps of analysis. 

 

                

 

Source: The Author 

Figure 12. The problems classifying framework. 
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Group of cross-organizational problems can be traced on each level of the organization. They 

can be classified like this because the reason that their emerging is usually caused by 

relations between two or more levels of enterprise. This group includes major problems of 

information flows and the issues of structuring and designing in organization.  

The group of organizational level problems include those that have an impact on the whole 

organization or are caused by the mistakes of the top managers and errors on the top level. 

These problems if not resolved may have severe negative effects on the organizational 

operation. 

Problems emerging on the level of departments seem to have less severity of damage 

compared to problems of organizational level. But ignoring those problems means leaving 

organization unprepared for negative impacts from errors and mistakes made by the middle 

management. 

Problems of teams mostly refer to project organizations. Teams are strongly connected not 

only with its managers but have strong relations with each other and among individuals 

inside of each team. This level should have more attention due to the fact that it supports 

fundamental operations of organization and, basically, execute all due activities. 

Another important level is the individual problems that employees face. These issues have 

connection with problems of higher levels and in most of the cases tend to be the 

consequences of those unresolved problems. But there are still a number of unique problems 

emerging on this level. 

With this approach of classifying of big totality of diverse items, the representation seems 

more logical and transparent. Moreover, it provides the starting point for distribution and 

comparative criteria for the following sessions of analysis. 

3.2. Comparative analysis 

According to the goals set in the beginning of the thesis comparative analysis can have as its 

aim the finding of detailed connection between PM and SE domains. The basis for this 

connection serves the framework of fields shaped in review of related concepts. This basis 

is also mainly contributed by internal problems of project management organizations 

identified previously and classified to developed criteria. The most reasonable way to create 
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this connection is to investigate the behavior of defined internal problems not in a static 

position but in motion. The motion fields in the framework can be taken as the shapeshifts 

of a system in the lifecycle of the project and in process of systems engineering.  

This choice in long run will allow observing of correspondence between internal problems 

and the stages of systems engineering. The process or sequence of corresponding will consist 

of three phases of comparison between main fields of the study: project lifecycle, internal 

problems, and systems engineering process. The sequence consists of the following stages 

of comparative analysis: 

1. Distribution of internal problems within the phases of project lifecycle. 

2. Correspondence of phases of project lifecycle and stages systems engineering 

process. 

3. Distribution of internal problems within the stages of systems engineering process. 

The whole process can be described schematically as the process diagram. It is represented 

on figure 13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Source: The Author 

Figure 13. Process of “Internal Problems-Stages of Systems Engineering” comparative 

analysis. 
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are developed independently. Based on them the objects of comparison and correspondence 

are grouped with each other: internal problems of organization are distributed in accordance 

to a phase of project lifecycle where they are possible to occur and stages of systems 

engineering are grouped based on their relation to the phases. The important thing to say is 

that the whole process of comparative analysis is divided into two meta stages: preparation 

stage and comparative analysis itself. The first meta stage is constituted by the stages of 

project lifecycle phases and internal problems comparison and correspondence of project 

lifecycle phases and stages of systems engineering. The stage of comparative analysis itself 

represents the comprehension of the results of previous stages and their integration with each 

other. In other words, the first and the second stages provide the inputs for the third stage 

and the second meta stage. However, this division of comparative analysis stages is 

symbolic. All of them form the logical sequence of the analysis. The reason for separation 

of the first two stages into preparation meta stage is that the stage of project lifecycle phases 

and stages of SE comparison gives the answer to the main research question. The division is 

also made for the sake of easiness of comprehension of the material and readability of the 

thesis. The long chapters tend to be the way complicated for the reading.  

That is why the whole sequence of the problem solving divided into three chapters: 

 investigation of internal problems of project management organizations (as the 

second input for analysis),  

 preparation stage combining comparison and correspondence stages of the main 

deliverables (as the inputs for the final stage),  

 and the comparative analysis of internal problems and stages of systems engineering 

(as the main contribution to the new classification of problems and distribution of 

them in the process of systems engineering). 

The results of the last stage of comparative analysis represent the results of the work done 

in order to find the solution to the main problem of thesis and research question. For that 

reason, the whole stage is put in the chapter of results’ representation and discussion. 

3.2.1. Distribution of internal problems within the phases of project lifecycle 

For the first stage of comparative analysis it is employed the approach of comparison of 

project lifecycle phases and internal problems project management organizations. The 
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criterion for distribution in some extent follows the logic of the preliminary classification of 

the problems according to management levels of organization. The level of management 

should be understood as the collectivity of managers and employees involved in the activities 

each level of organization, process, etc. However, in the case of “problems-phases” 

comparison it is important to investigate each of the levels of management and to which 

degree they are involved in the activities in each of the project phases. From this point 

comparison stage is held in two steps: distribution of phases of project lifecycle within the 

levels of management in project organizations and distribution of internal problems within 

the phases of project of lifecycle. To summarize, it will help to see the place project 

organizations’ internal problems emerging in the phases of project lifecycle on the levels of 

management basis. 

3.2.2. Correspondence of phases of project lifecycle and stages in SE process 

Once the internal problems were grouped according to new criteria it comes the second stage 

of comparative analysis which is the finding of correspondence between phases of lifecycle 

of a project and stages of systems engineering process. But before the start of this stage it is 

first needed to select the approach of systems engineering sequencing. In the review of 

related concepts in the part of systems engineering description there were introduced three 

approaches to the staging of SE process: the six-staged sequential process described by 

Oliver, et al. (1997), two metaphase process introduced by Defense Acquisition University 

Press (2001), and the “V” model developed by William M. Arrasmith. Each of these 

approaches has its own principles and details describing by systems engineering process 

keeping the fundamental ideas about this notion. However, it is reasonable to use only one 

model of sequencing of systems engineering process. It was decided to use “V” model of 

Arrasmith because it is originally viewed through the lens of product/service/project 

lifecycle. That is why the comparison steps appear to be more transparent and have more 

ground for comparison with phases of project lifecycle. The 15-staged process of systems 

engineering fits well with four-phased project lifecycle with unequal distribution of SE 

stages within the project lifecycle phases. 

3.2.3. Distribution of internal problems within the stages of SE process 

The third stage finalizes comparative analysis and puts together target parts: stages of 

systems engineering and internal problems of project management organizations. This stage 
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has to be taken in two steps. The first step stands for simple method of correspondence when 

it is investigated how groups of problems formed on project lifecycle basis correspond with 

the groups of SE stages formed on the same basis. The second step falls into deep comparison 

and detailed distribution of internal problems from each “project lifecycle” group within the 

each of the SE stages form the same “project lifecycle” group.  

For the first step it was adopted the logic of combinatorial set of mathematics and logical 

corollary. These logics employed each have the meanings which are close to each other in 

their sense. This sense is fully described by the following logical judgement: “if A→B and 

B→C, then A→C”. However, this judgement has to be transferred to the canvas of 

management and this thesis problem particularly. Having that A – “internal problems of 

project organizations”, B – “phases of project lifecycle”, and C – “stages of systems 

engineering process” it may be concluded that if the certain set of project lifecycle phases 

has correlations with certain set of project management organizational problems in each of 

the phases and each of these phases may be related to the certain set of stages of systems 

engineering process and has a definite way of correlation with them then the problems of 

project management organization can be distributed in the same way with the stages of 

systems engineering. This logic has a ground in some judgements of Frank Ramsey’s theory 

(1930). The statement employed from it says that in any group of six people there can be 

found either three individuals familiar to each other or three individuals who are pairwise 

not familiar to each other. Generally, it can be interpreted as in each randomly formed 

mathematical totality the order of formation soon can be found. Thus, transferring this 

judgement into canvas of this work it can be concluded that each of project lifecycle phases 

possesses the definite set of attributes as it can be filled with organizational problems. Based 

on the fact that phases of project lifecycle can be referred with the certain sets of systems 

engineering stages it could be said that these stages have the same attributes as the phases 

they refer to in the project lifecycle. Then, it gives the authority to conclude that these stages 

may have the same correlations with internal problems of organization as the phases have 

according to results of previous stages of comparative analysis.  

The second step falls into details distributing the problems in the group within each of the 

stages in the group employing method of deep comparison. It follows the logic of Frank 

Ramsey’s theory adopted before. In this part the order to which the theory refers is formed 

by the attributes of the stages. These should be understood as the number of workflows and 
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processes unique for a single stage. These attributes are combined with the problems of 

project management organizations from the same “project lifecycle phase” group. There are 

two possible results of combination. The first result is no effect spotted from combination. 

The second is the impact that problem is able to deliver to a particular attribute in each of 

the stages. If the result matches the second variant it is recorded into table and described in 

the system of other attributes of the stage.   
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4. CLASSIFICATION AND DISCUSSION OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

ORGANIZATIONS’ INTERNAL PROBLEMS 

This chapter includes the results of identification of internal problems of project 

management organization collected form related review articles. They are classified 

according to criteria developed during the process of reviewing and described previously in 

methodology. 

Other parts include tables and descriptions of them referred to the stages of comparative 

analysis aimed at correlation establishing between stages of systems engineering and 

identified internal problems. 

4.1. Review of internal problems of enterprise 

The problem identification process has resulted in formation of problem “field”. Problems 

were classified into groups. Within five groups in the review the number of problems 

identified is 33. The problem field can be represented by the table 2 constituting of levels 

and problems’ columns. 

Table 2. The internal problems of organization distributed in management levels. 

Problem 

No. 
Problem Level 

1 Wrong customization of process to any 

particular situation 

Organization 

2 Lack of integration between strategic and 

operational level of enterprise management 

3 Capital market driven enterprise management 

and risk management 

4 Technological, Legal developments on the 

commodities, capital, and employment markets 

5 Coordination problems in inter-organizational 

workflows 

Department 

6 Dynamic change problem 

7 Management information problem 

8 Insufficient integration of controlling systems 

9 Complex and dynamic organizational structure 

10 Disagreements over the project schedule 

Team 11 Conflicts in relation to the formation of teams 

12 Conflicts over the cost estimate 
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13 Lack of motivation of members 

14 Dissatisfaction about the job or role in the 

project 

15 Extensive and misguided meetings  

16 Disagreements in relation to the design 

specifications and performance 

17 Lack of trust and leadership of project manager 

18 Conflicts about the management style 

19 Ineffective communication 

20 Inappropriate workplace environment 

21 Interpersonal differences between the team 

22 Information overload 

Individual 
23 Lack of authority and responsibility 

24 Lack of attention to processes 

25 Insufficient knowledge and skills  

26 Important information is lost because of 

information compression 

Cross-organizational links 

27 Long time of information delivery from sender 

to receiver 

28 If system element or link fails information can 

never achieve its destination 

29 
The complexity and multiplicity of systems of 

information referring to each department make 

the audit of them more difficult 

30 
Competitiveness of divisions complicates the 

information tradeoff between divisions and 

controllers 

31 

Diversity of encoders and decoders of 

information that complicates the understanding 

of the information by controllers reducing its 

transparency 

32 

The overwhelming volume of the information 

that can be easily accessed leads to the 

misunderstanding of the goals and 

subordination of elements in the processes 

33 Uncertainty in decisions 

 

The representation of problems is followed by the description of those groups and problems 

within according to the source of literature. 

Table 2. Continued 
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4.1.1. Cross-organizational problems 

Information at present time tends to be the main asset for enterprises of all sizes. According 

to Barney information can be defined as one of the sources that enables “the firm to conceive 

of and implement strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness”.  The flow of 

information may dramatically affect performance of the single group and organization as a 

whole. To address new opportunities and struggle with new challenges companies try to put 

all their efforts into developing of the complexity of their internal processes. This situation 

has two sides of the coin. From one hand, with increasing complexity of its processes and 

activities company learns to adapt to new rapidly changing conditions of the environment 

on macro and mezzo level. From the other hand, with complexity of the organizations 

growing every day the challenges of management become stronger depending on the 

increase of information flows in the system.  

System should be understood as a network of elements which have relationship that exist 

during the time of existence of the system they refer to. In the case of organization people or 

employees should be taken as the elements or agents of the system. System here can be called 

a group. Group is designed to solve raising problems faster and more efficiently than any of 

the elements/agents constituting to it. 

Because of the fact that knowledge and ideas in the group are compiled, the expertise is 

summed and workload is shared by members’ groups tend to be the main unit for difficult 

tasks and problems’ solving. They can bring fresh vision to difficult and complex tasks 

where a single person is not able to deliver any decision or make it thinking out of the box. 

The effectiveness of group work highly depends on the information flows or the way the 

agents of these group communicate with each other. The more unidirectional and chaotic the 

information flowing is the less effective the group performance is supposed to be in a certain 

process. However, the strict and clear scheme of the information way of flowing may also 

lead to reducing of positive results of the efforts. The main reason of this paradox lies in the 

amount of members in a particular group. With more elements inhabiting the certain system 

it becomes more difficult and time consuming for information to flow from the element-

sender to the element-receiver. This particular example stating the whole set of issues with 

the information flowing in the organization is strongly connected with the architecture of the 

system. 
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Within this classification can be used another approach that takes into account more fields 

referring to business activities. As the common managerial practice goes  there can be found 

three fundamental organizational models: function, division and matrix organization. Each 

of these organization models should be examined in the loop of possible issues and 

advantages connected with flows of information, its control and coordination. 

Function organization suggests the design of organization based on the functions of the 

enterprise, which usually are production, sales, development and administration, etc. The 

groups or elements of the system are built based on the expertise and knowledge in a 

particular function. Whereas these groups can be divided into smaller one according to more 

detailed scope of knowledge (e.g. Research and Development department derived from 

Development department). These structures are comparatively easy to overview and control 

due to similarity of the operation logics in every department and homogeneity of information 

flows within each department. However, due to the features of the function model logics 

there occur issue the put restrictions and limitations to the flow of information. The most 

successful organizations adopting this model tend to create huge, multi-hierarchical 

structures. Large hierarchy of the system and its perspective internalization may result in 

emerging of critical issues connected with the flowing of the information. According to 

Helbing, Ammoser, Kuhnert (2006) these issues are: 

 Important information is lost because of information compression; 

 Long time of information delivery from sender to receiver; 

 If system element or link fails information can never achieve its destination. 

Division organization can be characterized by that type of structure when every department 

fulfills all the functions necessary for achieving a goal. In simple words it can be said that 

companies with division structures consist of small scale organizations. The main advantage 

of organizations adopting this model is the possibility to carry a number of works 

simultaneously. However, when every division is considered to be a small scale organization 

it creates the competition between them. The competition goes in the requiring of resources 

(including information) and control from the executives. This, consequently, results in 

emerging of the number of problems affecting the flow of information across the 

organization: 
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 The complexity and multiplicity of systems of information referring to each 

department make the audit of them more difficult; 

 Competitiveness of divisions complicates the information tradeoff between 

divisions and controllers; 

 Diversity of encoders and decoders of information that complicates the 

understanding of the information by controllers reducing its transparency. 

Matrix model of organization structure blends features of function and division models. The 

main idea of this model is to fulfill one of the basic functions like marketing or production 

with the efforts of groups that have several smaller functions that are necessary for that type 

operations referring to the given task or function. Having all the features of function and 

division models matrix structure is supposed to combine all the advantages and eliminate all 

disadvantages of these models.  Thus, matrix structure fosters the exchange of ideas within 

different groups, cooperation between functions and enables the experience exchange that 

in turn significantly contribute to the performance of the organization.  However, with the 

adoption of the matrix model organization increases the risk of having more specific 

challenges to create sustainable flows of information across the enterprise. These challenges 

can mostly result in following problems: 

 The overwhelming volume of the information that can be easily accessed leads to the 

misunderstanding of the goals and subordination of elements in the processes; 

 Uncertainty in decisions. 

Another main constituent of every system apart from elements is the link between elements. 

System can have big variety of those links. According to Decker and Lesser (1995) these 

links that connect elements in various system dimension where they exist are called 

organizational activities.  

4.1.2. Problems of organizational level 

Problems that companies encounter on this level usually have general nature and cover the 

whole internal environment of the enterprise. On this level of enterprise business activities 

are influenced by following problems: 

 Wrong customization of process to any particular situation, 
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 Lack of integration between strategic and operational level of enterprise 

management, 

 Capital market driven enterprise management and risk management, 

 Technological, Legal developments on the commodities, capital, and employment 

markets 

The main objective of the top management is to set up particular activity or process in 

accordance to the needs of the organization and its environment. But there is an often 

situation in business practice when the activity or process is customized in a way that it does 

not match with desired state. (W. M. P. van der Aalst, 2003) There are a plenty of reasons 

for that problem occurring in a single organization. Lack of integration between strategic 

and operational level of management can be one of them. It happens when enterprise 

struggles to achieve the balance between short-term recognition of opportunities and risks 

and ensure company’s long-term success by allocating resources and investing capital. 

Capital market driven enterprise management and risk management contribute to the 

problems’ development in organizational level. Shifting of company’s efforts towards more 

challenging enterprises undermines companies deep-seated practices and brings new 

challenges. Despite of the project company’s readiness to deploy changes too fast and 

revolutionary changes may damage unprepared practices and fine-tuned activities. 

Widespread of e-commerce and Internet online shops makes balancing between price and 

quality challenging that, in its turn, makes capability and flexibility of organizational internal 

processes grow in costs gives the understanding of how technological, legal developments 

on the commodities, capital, and employment markets may also cause problems to 

company’s internal environment. 

4.1.3. Problems of departmental level 

This level supervises the interconnections in department of organization. All possible issues 

are, logically connected, with coordination activities. Authors distinguish following 

problems that can be associated with this activities: 

 Coordination problems in inter-organizational workflows, 

 Dynamic change problem, 

 Management information problem, 

 Insufficient integration of controlling systems, 
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 Complex and dynamic organizational structures. 

Coordination problems in inter-organizational workflows usually find their place in links 

between departments of enterprise. The severity of coordination issues is enhanced in project 

organizations by the reason that links between departments make the basement for the whole 

operational logic of company and form project teams. Coordination problems often emerge 

in the field of cost transactions because of noncompliance of costs for item to produce or 

activity the carry out. This can also be worsened by dynamic change problem when 

synergetic departments trying to form project groups are not able to deal with multiple 

changes simultaneously.  Partially problems of dynamic changes are caused by another type 

of issues referring to management information problems when the number of variants of 

processes grows so strong that it becomes challenging to comprehend, analyze and 

synthesize all of them in a short time. (W. M. P. van der Aalst, 2003) 

There is always be the situation when management tries to implement controlling systems, 

but this implementation ted to be insufficient. The problem here lies in a high complexity of 

those systems. Systems, like the group of ERP-systems, tend to be too difficult for project 

managers and their teams. Employees in his case may not have enough of knowledge neither 

to adapt controlling systems according to specificity of project environment nor to basically 

understand them. Negative effect of complex controlling systems is accompanied by 

complex and dynamic organizational structures that are even if suit the project team or the 

bunch of them still stay the factor that blocks the efficient performance. Particularly every 

big organization creates internal structure characterized by decentralization of power, 

delegation, and multiplicity of decision-makers. Many decision-makers are involved in 

planning and evaluating that makes process of management significantly complicated. The 

situation is getting even worse when big organization initiates the process of changes. (SAP 

Excellence, n.d.) 

4.1.4. Problems of teams’ level 

Problems referring to this level tend to be more specific and detailed. According to de 

Azevedo Santos et al. (2011) there can be identified following problems within project 

teams’ level: 

 Disagreements over the project schedule 
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 Conflicts in relation to the formation of teams 

 Conflicts over the cost estimate 

 Lack of motivation of members 

 Dissatisfaction about the job or role in the project 

 Extensive and misguided meetings  

 Disagreements in relation to the design specifications and performance 

 Lack of trust and leadership of project manager 

 Conflicts about the management style 

 Ineffective communication 

 Inappropriate workplace environment 

 Interpersonal differences between the team 

Negative effects on this level are mostly dwelling near the issues of team management. 

Problems identified above prove that company may face problems in project teams mostly 

during the preparation phase of the project. Disagreements over the project schedule, 

conflicts about team formation and cost estimate can ruin the whole project even before it is 

started. There is also the situation when the agreement upon these issues has been reached 

but too much time has been spent which may significantly raise the cost of the project or 

make it inadequate to time and place for which it was targeted initially. The other factors 

that undermine the ability of project team the to carry out the project are based on motivation 

climate inside the team. Mistakes in management of team can be the major cause of 

motivational issues. Extensive and misguided meetings, dissatisfaction about one’s role in 

the project, and disagreements about design specifications and performance of project may 

result in lack of trust and faith in leadership abilities of manager which then triggers the 

conflicts about management style. Negative effect of these issues can be enhanced by 

operational problems existing in the lifecycle of a single team. These problems include 

failures in communications between team members, not enough of equipment and 

inappropriate infrastructure and environment, and, simply, interpersonal differences of 

members of team. (de Azevedo Santos et al., 2011)    

4.1.5. Individual problems 

Personal problems of employees tend to be the most widespread type of problems in 

qualitative matter in organizations. There is no organization which does not have employees 
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experiencing difficulties because of own mistakes or errors addressing his or her function. 

The list of individual problems does not include employee’s problems of private life, family 

and state of health. According to this the list of problems seem to be small but that does not 

mean they are not severe enough to damage business processes in organization. There can 

be identified following problems: 

 Information overload 

 Lack of authority and responsibility 

 Lack of attention to processes 

 Insufficient knowledge and skills  

Information overload stands for personal factor that results from complex issues described 

above. It refers to personal ability and capacity to process flows of information. Because of 

influence of mentioned problems employees find it challenging to process this volume of 

information. The other problems of this group can be viewed also from point of view of any 

of higher levels. For example, though it is the task of top management to create the structure 

of authority and responsibility in the organization and deliver it to employees, it is the task 

of employees to except and follow this structure. It may be good climate in project team that 

fosters the creativeness of members of the team but there is also a danger of employees 

getting too much relaxed and not following the subordination. From such situation the 

efficiency of activities and overall performance suffer dramatically. (Hussain and Wearne, 

2005) Another issue is a lack of attention to processes as from the side of management as 

from the side of employees. It is difficult to say which side is more dangerous to activities, 

but it is definitely that every employee making mistakes will not contribute to the 

performance of the group and the enterprise as a whole. (Parnaby et al, 2003; Wearne, 1993) 

The lack of knowledge and skills of employees can partially be the problem of top 

management in the field of teaching and mentoring of employees and in the field of 

definition of project and formulation of its objectives. However, it is the main task of 

employee as a team member to fit in the group which demands having of skills of empathy, 

basic knowledge in industry, etc. If employee does not possess it or lack of it should be 

considered to be a dead weight because it acts as a stopping factor to key activities in project 

management. (Hussain and Wearne, 2005) 
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5. PREPARATION STAGE OF COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Once the problems are identified and classified according to preliminary criteria it comes the 

turn of comparative analysis that follows the algorithm described in the methodology part in 

figure 13. 

5.1. Distribution of internal problems and stages of project lifecycle  

First stage of comparative analysis is subdivided into four sessions according to the phases 

of project lifecycle. Material is displayed in four tables that correspond to problems 

correlating with phases of initiation, planning, execution, and closure respectively. This way 

of presenting makes the comprehension of material easier and more transparent by this 

providing more system view to the approach of problems’ grouping. It is important to say 

that majority of problems are possible to correlate not only with one stage and may appear 

in all stages through whole lifecycle. 

5.1.1. Session of initiation phase and internal problems’ comparison 

The first stage of comparative analysis starts with the session of problems correspondence 

to initiation phase of lifecycle. According to review made earlier activities held during the 

initiation phase are more typical for higher level of management in organizations involving 

personnel of top level that includes top managers, heads of departments, middle managers 

and group supervisors. Thus, after forming the group of people involved into decision 

making process in the phase of initiation it is possible to shape the scope of problems 

associated with decision making process in this stage. The results of that shaping is 

introduced in table 3. 
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Table 3. “Initiation phase – internal problems” comparison. 

Phase 

No. 

Phase of project 

lifecycle 

Internal problems 

1 Initiation 

Lack of integration between strategic and operational level 

of enterprise management 

Technological, Legal developments on the commodities, 

capital, and employment markets 

Capital market driven enterprise management and risk 

management 

Management information problem 

Complex and dynamic organizational structure 

Disagreements over the project schedule 

Conflicts in relation to the formation of teams 

Ineffective communication 

 

The group of problems correlating with initiation phase includes eight problems. These 

problems mostly cover the field of large-scaled operations contributing to the inter-

organizational performance. Thus, enterprise and risk management oriented on capital 

market may distract managers from the right way of identifying the needs of project’s 

stakeholders and made a mistake in main problem definition and statement. Technological 

and legal developments on the commodities with capital and employment markets as 

outside factors and their employment as inside factors may contribute to distracting effect of 

other global problems. Paying too much attention to side factors in some cases appears to be 

a cornerstone which do not allow critical thinking and spotting core points in task and 

problem area investigation. Lack of integration between strategic and operational level 

of enterprise management brings noncompliance of functions and processes vital for 

project preparation activities starting from problem definition and ideas conceptualization 

and finishing with those activities that dwell in operational level like team shaping and 

delegation of responsibilities. In most of the cases when companies adopt big and dynamic 

structures it slows down the process of decision making enlarging the path of information 

flows in organization and complicates the variety of project preparation activities by adding 

a number of new internal organizational factors to be taken into account while making a 

decision. These issues in their turn cause the problems in management of information in 

the body of preparation operations and communications of top level managers.  However, 

there also can be found problems that have less scale of effect. For example, formation of 

teams and scheduling of the project are the possible places for problems occurring. 

Conflicts always rise in teams which consist of people who are not able to get on well with 
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each other and it is always happens when these kind of conflicts raise from the very 

beginning. These issues are capable of creating ineffective communication in the first days 

of teams’ existence which also affect the whole managerial chain that associated with the 

project. 

5.1.2. Session of planning phase and internal problems’ comparison 

The second session of comparison refers to planning phase of lifecycle. Based on the review 

of project lifecycle made earlier we may conclude that planning phase generally involves 

activities that may be characterized as operational activities. These activities include the 

efforts of personnel of middle managers and operational specialists. The main actors in this 

phase are the manager or mangers of the project and the employees that form the team. 

However, during the revision step there is a necessity of top management involvement as 

they approve the final plan about the project. Thus, it may be predicted that the main nature 

of the problems in this phase will be connected with team’s operations and the interpretation 

of results. The outcome of this session of grouping of problems is introduced in table 4. 

Table 4. “Planning phase – internal problems” comparison. 

Phase 

No. 

Phase of project 

lifecycle 

Internal problems 

2 Planning 

Management information problem 

Disagreements over the project schedule 

Conflicts in relation to the formation of teams 

Conflicts over the cost estimate 

Dissatisfaction about the job or role in the project 

Extensive and misguided meetings  

Disagreements in relation to the design specifications and 

performance 

Ineffective communication 

Information overload 

Insufficient knowledge and skills  

Important information is lost because of information 

compression 

The overwhelming volume of the information that can be 

easily accessed leads to the misunderstanding of the goals 

and subordination of elements in the processes 
 

The planning phase of project lifecycle is associated with twelve problems from the list of 

problems identified previously. The majority of problems that correspond to that phase occur 

in the field of employees’ communication about project’s basics and the scope of project. 
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Here can be introduced such problems as disagreements about final project schedule and 

conflicts over the cost estimate. These issues can be the result of employee’s 

dissatisfaction about his or her role in the project that derives from unresolved issue of 

conflicts based on wrong team formation. Complaints about team’s operation that come 

from team members may also be the result of extensive and misguided meetings that when 

are finished do not have any positive results. Partially this situation can be caused by 

insufficient knowledge and skills of some members of team which apart from putting a 

stay on the progress such individuals are able to bring disturbance in cooperation between 

other members and by this be one of the reason for ineffective communication. Because of 

ow performance of ineffective employees the information load of others is increased which 

then may be followed by the information overload of some members of a team. All these 

problems undermine the team’s capability of formulating of project scope and its details 

which is in majority of cases is accompanied by the conflicts in relation to the design 

specifications and performance ruining project team main objective. As the planning phase 

includes the revision of the results of planning sessions it involves the managers of top level 

which consequently raises the problems of information communication. In order to reduce 

the volume of material project teams compress the information which is often leads to 

the loss of it in the communication process, besides the variety of sources and easiness of 

accessing the information makes misunderstanding of the goals and subordination of 

elements in the processes the most possible matter causing problems to monitoring and 

coordination and enlarging the inter-organizational information management problem.  

5.1.3. Session of closure phase and internal problems’ comparison 

Closing phase of project lifecycle generally holds two basic activities: reviewing of the 

processes held in the project and devolution of project documentation to top management 

analysis and archiving. Taken into account this scope of duties we can presume that the 

collectivity of employees and managers involved in closing phase includes managers of the 

project and top management responsible for project’s supervision. From this point it may be 

proposed that this phase encounters problems connected with information flows and strategic 

management and vision of enterprise that influence not a single project the policy of the 

company. The group of problems associated with phase of closure is introduced in table 5. 
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Table 5. “Closing phase – internal problems” comparison. 

Phase 

No. 

Phase of 

project lifecycle 

Internal problems 

4 Closure 

Lack of integration between strategic and operational level 

of enterprise management 

Capital market driven enterprise management and risk 

management 

Technological, Legal developments on the commodities, 

capital, and employment markets 

Important information is lost because of information 

compression 

If system element or link fails information can never 

achieve its destination 

The complexity and multiplicity of systems of information 

referring to each department make the audit of them more 

difficult 

Diversity of encoders and decoders of information that 

complicates the understanding of the information by 

controllers reducing its transparency 

The overwhelming volume of the information that can be 

easily accessed leads to the misunderstanding of the goals 

and subordination of elements in the processes 

 

The closure group includes eight problems. They can be subdivided into two subgroups first 

of which stands for problems of informational nature while the second gathers the problems 

referring to strategic coordination issues. Important information can be lost due to 

compression of the data materials that were developed in project activities. The number of 

those materials sometimes is too large that it is necessary to reduce the volume of them to 

ease their processing and analyzing by responsible individuals, however some parts of the 

information tends to be treated by project executioners as not important and then is omitted. 

Information can also never achieve the destination because of communicational breaks 

when the link between levels fails. This is most likely to occur in large organizations with 

multiple projects being carried simultaneously and complex hierarchical and matrix 

structures. The multiplicity of projects and departments also complicates the process of 

audit because each of them has its information system that increase the number of 

information channels, which in its turn raise the number of encoders and decoders and 

consequently leads to reduction of information transparency. These issues have strong 

negative effect on the quality of information receiving and interpretation. The quality of the 

completion of this task also depends on the top management focusing on the outer factors. 
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If company pays too much attention to capital markets in risk and strategic 

management and is influenced in decision making process by technological, legal 

developments on the commodities, capital, and employment markets in more degree 

than it is needed it will lose the right direction in project’s results evaluation and will trigger 

the lack of integration between strategic and operational level of enterprise 

management.  

To summarize first step of comparative analysis it must be said that each of the levels 

encounters a particular set of problems. Some problems are unique and occur only at certain 

phase while other problems can be spotted almost at all phases. Generally, these problems 

constitute to organizational and informational groups that was developed in the first review 

of problems from previous chapter referring to cross-organizational problems which gives 

the right to admit that the logic of grouping in some way resembles the initial one. This 

approached can be allowed as a starting point for seeking of possible points of correlation 

between internal problems of organization and phases of systems engineering. This logic 

develops in further stages of analysis. 

5.1.4. Session of execution phase and internal problems’ comparison 

Next step in the stage of comparison of problems and phases focuses on execution phase. 

This phase incorporates routine operations of employees mostly targeted at production 

activities. During this phase the cooperation within project teams gains its maximum, while 

the processes get completely fine-tuned. Based on that it can be concluded that main actors 

at this phase are the members of project teams, i.e. employees of operational level of 

management and middle-managers. Apart from routine production operations execution 

stage of project also incorporates monitoring activities held by supervisors of project teams. 

All this brings an assumption that execution phase of project corresponds mainly with 

problems connected with teams’ functioning and information flowing. The results of the 

third session are represented in the table 6. 

Table 6. “Execution phase – internal problems” comparison. 

Phase 

No. 

Phase of project 

lifecycle 

Internal problems 

3 Execution 

Wrong customization of process to any particular situation 

Coordination problems in inter-organizational workflows 

Dynamic change problem 
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Management information problem 

Insufficient integration of controlling systems 

Complex and dynamic organizational structure 

Lack of motivation of members 

Dissatisfaction about the job or role in the project 

Lack of trust and leadership of project manager 

Conflicts about the management style 

Ineffective communication 

Inappropriate workplace environment 

Interpersonal differences between the team 

Information overload 

Lack of authority and responsibility 

Lack of attention to processes 

Insufficient knowledge and skills  

Important information is lost because of information 

compression 

Long time of information delivery from sender to receiver 

If system element or link fails information can never 

achieve its destination 

The complexity and multiplicity of systems of information 

referring to each department make the audit of them more 

difficult 

Competitiveness of divisions complicates the information 

tradeoff between divisions and controllers 

Diversity of encoders and decoders of information that 

complicates the understanding of the information by 

controllers reducing its transparency 

Uncertainty in decisions 

 

Execution phase group of problems appears to be the largest one as it includes 24 problems 

which project teams and processes encounter during the phase when project is being 

implemented. Within the whole totality of problems in this phase there can be distinguished 

a couple of problems’ clusters: team-building issues, coordination problems and 

informational problems’ cluster. Team building cluster includes those problems that occur 

in interpersonal relationships in a single team. Thus, insufficient knowledge and skills of 

individuals in the group compromise the certain branch of factors disabling the whole 

activities. The reason of that may be the wrong appointment of a specialist to the project 

where he or she is not able to contribute anything valuable. From this point derives 

dissatisfaction of specialist’s role in the project and creating an inappropriate 

workplace environment which then leads to ineffective communication, lack of attention 

to processes and lack of motivation. Wrong appointment issue may also be the result of 

interpersonal differences in team which then can develop into distaste for colleagues. The 

Table 6. Continued 
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most dangerous is the situation when personal distaste grows for supervisors and the 

specialist finishes in lack of trust and faith in leadership of manager, conflicting with 

others about management style, loosing authority and responsibility and finally 

damaging the climate inside the team. All these problems distract team and provides unequal 

distribution of responsibilities and duties which is the primary reason of information 

overload of individuals. Partially those problems are caused by mistakes in coordination and 

control activities of supervisors and managers. These mistakes bring distraction in the 

working process of the team in the same way. For example, wrong customization of 

processes to project needs slows down the material flow and idea generations when 

dynamic change problem neutralizes the developments of previous steps and jeopardizing 

current and future operations. The group of information problems in most of the cases 

accompanies identified problems. Thus, management information problem brings a lot of 

damage to monitoring activities. Monitoring activities themselves can lose their 

effectiveness because of coordination problems in inter-organizational workflows. Disorder 

in the reports that follows coordination problems is possible to create breaks in information 

channels making links in information flow fail and not transfer information. Besides, there 

always can be the situation when competing divisions in complex organizational 

structures complicate the tradeoff between divisions and controllers increasing the 

possibility of disorder emerging. Moreover, complexity of the structures raises another set 

of problems: the problem of complexity and multiplicity of information systems which 

makes the audit of their results by managers more difficult and diversity of encoders 

and decoders of information that complicates the understanding of the information by 

controllers reducing its transparency. All this leads to increasing of the time when 

information goes from sender to receiver and to significant compression of the 

information resulting in loss of important parts. Information problems tend appear in all 

phases and inflict significant damage, but during the execution project ignoring those 

problems can be the lethal mistake of managers. In order to achieve this management has to 

be sure they have all the tools necessary for successful monitoring because insufficient 

integration of controlling systems does not managers to track, spot and eliminate possible 

problems which finally at the end of the process becomes the main reason of uncertainty in 

decisions. 
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5.2. Correspondence of stages of SE and phases of project lifecycle 

The result of the second comparative stage is displayed in the table 7. Tough, the logic of 

distribution is clear there are some questionable moments that need explanation. 

Table 7. Systems engineering stages in phases of project lifecycle. 

Stage No. Stage of Systems Engineering Phase of lifecycle 

1 Stakeholders’ planning 

Initiation 
2 Concept exploration and business case 

3 Problem definition 

4 Feasibility/trade study 

5 Requirements to system 

Planning 6 System design/subsystem requirements 

7 Subsystem design/components requirements 

8 Component design and fabrication 

Execution 

9 Component test 

10 Subsystem verification/subsystem integration 

11 System verification/system integration 

12 System validation/initial deployment 

13 Operations maintenance/support/services 

14 Changes and upgrades 
Closure 

15 Retirement/replacement 

 

Distribution of SE stages within phases of project lifecycle follows the logic of resemblance 

of project lifecycle and the SE process in lifecycle. It can be easily viewed that stages of SE 

directly correspond to the activities carried in the phases of project lifecycle. Each phase-

stage correspondence should be described accruing to shaping criterion which is the 

activities’ compatibility of steps and phases. 

Initiation phase incorporates four stages of SE process described in the “V” model of 

Arrasmith. These stages are: stakeholder’s planning, concept exploration and business case, 

problem definition, and feasibility/trade study. At this point we have the total match of 

activities and stages as this group of stages forms the scope of activities carried in preparation 

phase of project. Preparation activities include definition of the project philosophy, mission 
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and main objectives. Planning of the stakeholders of the project seems to be the starting 

part in mission and philosophy definition. Along with stakeholders’ planning concept 

exploration and business case contributes in a significant was to the understanding of initial 

sense of the project and giving it the reason for implementation. Problem definition 

finalizes the preparation part by creating well-defined guideline for people involved in 

project development. Feasibility/trade study carries out the verification and validation 

activities aimed at confirmation of project reasonability and readiness. 

Planning phase activities expand development of project fundamental data. The system of 

activities of this phase is dwelling around creating of the scope of the project that includes 

main problems to solve, goals of project, preliminary scheduling, employees involved and 

their authorities, etc. Planning procedures also finalizes teams’ formation that was started at 

previous phase. Planning activities match with development of requirements to the system 

when the future guideline under-planned project falls into details and gain specifications. 

The requirements’ definition is followed by system design and subsystem requirements’ 

development which proves the start of project team’s working on a task. In a planning phase 

ends with subsystem designing and development of components’ requirements. This 

division is justified by fact that next stage which component designing and fabrication deals 

immediately with routine operations of constructing or building of system’s components.  

Execution phase consists of routine building and construction activities but ends with 

revision of operations. Ones of the most important steps in implementation of project are the 

monitoring activities. For this reason, three of six stages of SE referred to this phase cover 

revision and verification operations. The phase starts with designing of components which 

logically had to be referred to planning stage, however this stage dives into design so deeply 

that it is followed immediately by fabrication/creation of the components of system. 

Moreover, the component design demands more careful monitoring and control that can be 

achieved only in environment created during execution phase that is represented by 

component testing in the process of SE. When the components have been tested the process 

of integration starts. Each of process steps follows the logical sequence “the level 

verification/the level integration”. These steps are: subsystem verification/subsystem 

integration, system verification/system integration, and system validation/initial 

deployment. Once the readymade system has been deployed the set of maintenance 
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operations is initiated to support the functioning of the system for the time it achieves its 

goal and will be replaced or dismissed.  

The last session of comparison results in closure phase including two systems engineering 

stages. These stages correspond to major activities held during the finishing of the project. 

As it was mentioned in review of phases closing phase incorporates vast procedures aimed 

at reviewing of the project efficiency and results concluding whether it was successful or 

not. The stage of changes and upgrades is connected with the closing phase in the way of 

correcting mistakes and developing more effective mechanisms for control and 

implementation for future projects in a company. When the revision is done project 

managers deliver all related information to the management. This information is documented 

and archived in order to be referred in the case of future cases implementation. The project 

is finished and the working group is relieved of duties. However, in the case if the project 

did not achieve its goals and the stakeholders’ needs were not met project should be 

subjected to changes or replaced depending on the degree of mismatch. These situations are 

reflected in retirement/replacement stage of the systems engineering process which repeat 

almost the same procedures but in a different scale. 

The correspondence of systems engineering stages and phases of project lifecycle provide 

the second part for the third stage of comparison which is the final carrying out the 

comparison of the stages of systems engineering and the internal problems that organizations 

may encounter in project management. 
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6. REPRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Results of the final stage are represented in two steps according to approach described in the 

methodology of this the present thesis.  

6.1. Method of simple distribution of internal problems within the groups  

of stages of SE 

Results of the first step are presented in four tables referring to each group of systems 

engineering stages. Those tables consist of four columns two of which contain correlating 

parts, one column address phase of project lifecycle as the intermediate grouping factor and 

the last column displays the number of a stage. Each of the tables from 8 to 11 is referred to 

each of project phases from execution to closure, respectively. 

The first group of systems engineering stages is formed in the phase of initiation of the 

project. It consists of four items represented in the table 8. This group corresponds with eight 

problems that were identified to emerge in the project during the initiation phase. 

Table 8. “Initiation phase” SE stages-internal problems comparison. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 

Phase of 

project lifecycle 

Internal problems 

1 Stakeholders’ planning 

Initiation 

Lack of integration between 

strategic and operational 

level of enterprise 

management 

Technological, Legal 

developments on the 

commodities, capital, and 

employment markets 

2 
Concept exploration and 

business case 

Capital market driven 

enterprise management and 

risk management 

Management information 

problem 

3 Problem definition 

Complex and dynamic 

organizational structure 

Disagreements over the 

project schedule 

4 Feasibility/trade study 

Conflicts in relation to the 

formation of teams 

Ineffective communication 
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The second group of systems engineering stages carrying out during the planning stage in 

project lifecycle includes three items. Based on the comparison with current project lifecycle 

phase we can include 12 problems in the group of these stages. The results of that correlative 

formation are displayed in the table 9. 

Table 9. “Planning phase” SE stages-internal problems comparison. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 

Phase of 

project 

lifecycle 

Internal problems 

5 

Requirements to system 
System design/subsystem 

requirements 
Requirements to system 

Planning 

Management information 

problem 

Disagreements over the 

project schedule 

Conflicts in relation to the 

formation of teams 

Conflicts over the cost 

estimate 

6 

System design/subsystem 

requirements 

Requirements to system 

System design/subsystem 

requirements 

Dissatisfaction about the job 

or role in the project 

Extensive and misguided 

meetings  

Disagreements in relation to 

the design specifications and 

performance 

Ineffective communication 

7 

Subsystem 

design/components 

requirements 

Information overload 

Insufficient knowledge and 

skills  

Important information is lost 

because of information 

compression 

The overwhelming volume 

of the information that can 

be easily accessed leads to 

the misunderstanding of the 

goals and subordination of 

elements in the processes 

 

The third group of stages shaped on the basis of execution phase consists of six items. This 

group is the largest one because it utilizes all the routine procedures of the whole lifecycle. 

Consequently, it also has the biggest group of organizational problems referring to it.  This 

result is predictable as it has been already tracked that execution phase of the project 
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encounters 24 organizational problems. By this, we can say that according to the results of 

method of simple comparison group of six SE stages encounters 24 internal organizational 

problems. This comparison is represented in the table 10. 

Table 10. “Execution phase” SE stages-internal problems comparison. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 

Phase of 

project 

lifecycle 

Internal problems 

8 
Component design and 

fabrication 

Execution 

Wrong customization of 

process to any particular 

situation 

Coordination problems in 

inter-organizational 

workflows 

Dynamic change problem 

Management information 

problem 

9 Component test 

Insufficient integration of 

controlling systems 

Complex and dynamic 

organizational structure 

Lack of motivation of 

members 

Dissatisfaction about the 

job or role in the project 

10 

Subsystem 

verification/subsystem 

integration 

Lack of trust and leadership 

of project manager 

Conflicts about the 

management style 

Ineffective communication 

Inappropriate workplace 

environment 

11 
System verification/system 

integration 

Interpersonal differences 

between the team 

Information overload 

Lack of authority and 

responsibility 

Lack of attention to 

processes 

12 
System validation/initial 

deployment 

Insufficient knowledge and 

skills  

Important information is 

lost because of information 

compression 
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Long time of information 

delivery from sender to 

receiver 

If system element or link 

fails information can never 

achieve its destination 

13 
Operations 

maintenance/support/services 

The complexity and 

multiplicity of systems of 

information referring to 

each department make the 

audit of them more difficult 

Competitiveness of 

divisions complicates the 

information tradeoff 

between divisions and 

controllers 

Diversity of encoders and 

decoders of information 

that complicates the 

understanding of the 

information by controllers 

reducing its transparency 

Uncertainty in decisions 

The last group of stages contains only two stages of systems engineering as the phase they 

are referred to holds the revision and closing activities. For that reason, this group of stages 

only corresponds with internal problems that are strongly connected with that type of 

activities. Results of the last group comparison are presented in the table 11 and show that 

there are two stages against eight problems. 

Table 11. “Closure phase” SE stages-internal problems comparison. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 

Phase of 

project 

lifecycle 

Internal problems 

14 Changes and upgrades 
Closure 

 

Lack of integration between 

strategic and operational 

level of enterprise 

management 

Capital market driven 

enterprise management and 

risk management 

Technological, Legal 

developments on the 

commodities, capital, and 

employment markets 

Table 10. Continued 
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Important information is lost 

because of information 

compression 

15 Retirement/replacement 

If system element or link 

fails information can never 

achieve its destination 

The complexity and 

multiplicity of systems of 

information referring to each 

department make the audit 

of them more difficult 

Diversity of encoders and 

decoders of information that 

complicates the 

understanding of the 

information by controllers 

reducing its transparency 

The overwhelming volume 

of the information that can 

be easily accessed leads to 

the misunderstanding of the 

goals and subordination of 

elements in the processes 

The comparison of groups of problems and groups of systems engineering stages provides 

the basis for the next step comparison which is the detailed distribution of problems in each 

group within each of the stages referring to that group. 

6.2. Method of deep distribution of internal problems within stages of SE 

The method employed in this part suggests the grouping of internal problems of organization 

in accordance to a single stage of systems engineering process which encounters these 

particular disorders and malfunctions. The whole sequence follows the process of “V” model 

systems engineering process and is displayed in 15 tables referring to each stage. 

The stage pf stakeholder’s planning forms the group of general problems mostly dwelling in 

the level of top enterprise management. Table 12 shows that this group consists of three 

problems.  

 

 

 

Table 11. Continued 
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Table 12. “Stakeholders’ planning” group of problems. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

1 Stakeholders’ planning 

Technological, Legal developments on the 

commodities, capital, and employment markets 

Capital market driven enterprise management 

and risk management 

Management information problem 

Stakeholders’ planning represents activities aimed at preparation of the project’s 

fundamental information that includes intent of the project, what basic needs it is going to 

meet, what is its contribution to the company, society and the world. This stage demands a 

lot of concentration and efforts to formulate the right scope of decisions. However, the 

decisions made at this stage can be significantly influenced by the external factors and may 

lead to wrong conclusions about the project from the very beginning making project 

senseless. Thus, too much of focusing on capital market may distract managers from 

development of right decision. Accompanied by high dependence on technological and legal 

developments on commodities and employment markets this problem seems to be a lion in 

the path for due preparation of the project. It also has a great potential to raise the problem 

of managing of information when different actors in the process will see the things from 

different perspectives. 

Concept exploration and business case expends the range of activities at project 

conceptualization. It still covers the top level of enterprise management but also goes into 

details in developing of project’s mission. Table 13 shows that this stage of systems 

engineering forms the group of four internal problems. 

Table 13. “Concept exploration and business case” group of problems. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

2 
Concept exploration and 

business case 

Lack of integration between strategic and 

operational level of enterprise management 

Management information problem 

Complex and dynamic organizational structure 

Ineffective communication 

This stage incorporates activities that follow the start of project’s intent development. 

However, activities of this stage explore mostly internal environment of the organization. 

That is why the problems that organization encounters at this stage have mostly 
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organizational and structural nature. Lack of integration between strategic and 

operational level decreases managers’ capacity to analyze company’s internal environment 

because it complicates the links’ spotting between levels. This situation can be worsened by 

complex and dynamic organizational structure which are subjected to change faster than 

proper system that suits its structure can be designed. These two problems lead to ineffective 

communication problem between departments and managers responsible for the 

implementation of the project that find its end in the problem of management of 

information.   

Problem definition stage finalizes the concept preparation part of procedures. On this stage 

the final problem is defined. It sets up the main guideline for the project and preliminary 

designs its scope. According to table 14 at this stage there can be identified four problems. 

Table 14. “Problem definition” group of problems. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

3 Problem definition 

Lack of integration between strategic and 

operational level of enterprise management 

Capital market driven enterprise management 

and risk management 

Management information problem 

Ineffective communication 

Problem definition as the planning of stakeholders stage is subjected to the influence of 

several factors when it comes to prepare a conclusion which is planned to be the base for 

future changes. These factors are influenced by capital market-oriented policy of the 

management of organization. Comprehension of influence drives the management away 

from the real aspects it should focus on when carrying out a project. Lack of integration 

between strategic and operational level management does not allow successful 

coordination of levels and meeting of the interests of departments in different levels. Usually 

it leads to ineffective communication and overall problem of information management. 

Feasibility and trade study gathers the activities aimed at preliminary evaluation of the 

project’s effectiveness and reasonability of changes. Table 15 shows that this stage of 

systems engineering encounters three organizational problems. 
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Table 15. “Feasibility/trade study” group of problems. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

4 Feasibility/trade study 

Lack of integration between strategic and 

operational level of enterprise management 

Technological, Legal developments on the 

commodities, capital, and employment markets 

Complex and dynamic organizational structure 

Feasibility and trade study summarizes the developments of previous stages and evaluates 

them concluding whether they are viable or not for the future implementation and expansion. 

Each process of decision making is influenced by a lot of things. Thus, focusing on 

technological, legal developments on the commodities, capital, and employment 

markets as main factors influencing the decision making may damage the quality of that 

decision when they do not match with the scope of needs of the project. Complex and 

dynamic organizational structures slow down the transfer of information and create the 

situation when not all interests of stakeholders are taken into account. Lack of integration 

between levels damages the velocity and the quality of informational flow also leading to 

stakeholders and project actors who do not have their interests met by project managers. 

Requirements to the systems stage incorporates planning activities. These activities are 

aimed at development of demands to the system defining how it should perform, preliminary 

structure of it, its goals and objectives, etc. According to table 16 on this stage there can be 

found four problems that organization encounters during the first of stages in planning group. 

Table 16. “Requirements to system” group of problems. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

5 Requirements to system 

Management information problem 

Disagreements in relation to the design 

specifications and performance 

Ineffective communication 

Insufficient knowledge and skills  

The overwhelming volume of the information 

that can be easily accessed leads to the 

misunderstanding of the goals and 

subordination of elements in the processes 

Development of the requirements to the systems initiates the intensive group work of 

employees designated to a project. Group members possess different personal traits, skills 
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and knowledge. Part of employees may not have knowledge and skills sufficient for the 

project. This issue raises conflicts in group and leads to ineffective communication in the 

group, between the groups, and between the projects. It also leads to disagreements in 

relation to the design specifications and performance as project actors due to their 

differences in skills and knowledge may have different expectations from project. Besides, 

it may be problematic for project group to wield the information as overwhelming volume 

of the information from previous stages that can be easily accessed leads to the 

misunderstanding of the goals and subordination of elements in the processes. Overall 

bad impacts of problems are also accompanied by the management information problem 

inside group/project. 

System design and system requirements development integrate efforts of project group for 

designing the scope of features that system has to possess in future. This stage consists of a 

lot of activities which means that the number of problems the project group encounters starts 

to grow. According to the table 17 the group of problems of this stage includes 11 

organizational problems. 

Table 17. “System design/subsystem requirements” group of problems. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

6 
System design/subsystem 

requirements 

Management information problem 

Disagreements over the project schedule 

Conflicts in relation to the formation of teams 

Conflicts over the cost estimate 

Dissatisfaction about the job or role in the 

project 

Extensive and misguided meetings  

Disagreements in relation to the design 

specifications and performance 

Ineffective communication 

Insufficient knowledge and skills  

Important information is lost because of 

information compression 

The overwhelming volume of the information 

that can be easily accessed leads to the 

misunderstanding of the goals and 

subordination of elements in the processes 

As this stage of system engineering includes group’s activities it encounters the branch of 

problems that touch the system of people’s relationships in relation to the performance of 
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project. From this point the conflicts in relation to formation of teams start to emerge. 

People begin to understand that they are not able to cooperate with others especially when 

the problem of insufficient knowledge and skills is about to come. This results in 

dissatisfaction of one’s employee’s role in a project. Mentioned problems are fundamental 

for raising on-going conflicts about project schedule, cost estimation, design and 

specifications, misguided and extensive meetings. All enumerated factors foster 

ineffective communication and make the information be lost because of its compression. 

In addition, due to a lot of developments and the number of information an overwhelming 

volume of the information that can be easily accessed leads to the misunderstanding of 

the goals and subordination of elements in the processes. From this points the 

management information problem occurs. 

The stage of systems engineering that stands for designing of subsystem and developing of 

the requirement to components falls further into details creating the scope of specifications 

and characteristics for the system planned for implementation. The grouping of the problems 

shoed in table 18 displays that this group combines 12 problems. 

Table 18. “Subsystem design/components requirements” group of problems. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

7 

Subsystem 

design/components 

requirements 

Management information problem 

Disagreements over the project schedule 

Conflicts in relation to the formation of teams 

Conflicts over the cost estimate 

Dissatisfaction about the job or role in the 

project 

Extensive and misguided meetings  

Disagreements in relation to the design 

specifications and performance 

Ineffective communication 

Information overload 

Insufficient knowledge and skills  

Important information is lost because of 

information compression 

The overwhelming volume of the information 

that can be easily accessed leads to the 

misunderstanding of the goals and 

subordination of elements in the processes 
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As the teamwork goes on the planning phase the problems of personal relationships in the 

project group tend to escalade if not treated properly. Conflicts about project schedule, 

cost estimation, design and specifications, misguided and extensive meetings continue 

when dissatisfaction about the role in a project grows to dangerous degree. Apart from 

problems related to formation of the team, more individual problems are emerging in the 

group. Insufficient knowledge and skills and ineffective communication are cumulated 

with problem of information overload when an employee do not ability to handle the whole 

volume of information he or she works with. This respectively leads overwhelming volume 

of the information that can be easily accessed leads to the misunderstanding of the goals 

and subordination of elements in the processes. Employees in their attempts to reduce the 

size of messages and the total flow of information try to compress information which after 

all leads to possible loss of important parts of it. As usual, all mentioned problems 

contribute to the management information problem. 

Component design and fabrication stage starts the construction and execution part in the 

process of systems engineering. It aggregates the routine operations of designing and 

building of the system’s components. This stage is also distant enough from the beginning 

of SE process that is why it encounters problems significantly different from those of 

previous stages. These group of problems, according to table 19, includes 11 problems. 

Table 19. “Component design and fabrication” group of problems. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

8 
Component design and 

fabrication 

Wrong customization of process to any 

particular situation 

Coordination problems in inter-organizational 

workflows 

Dynamic change problem 

Lack of motivation of members 

Dissatisfaction about the job or role in the 

project 

Lack of trust and leadership of project manager 

Conflicts about the management style 

Inappropriate workplace environment 

Interpersonal differences between the team 

Lack of authority and responsibility 

Lack of attention to processes 
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This group of problems differs from the previous once in the way that it includes the branch 

of problems that has memory nature, i.e. that they emerge before but cause damage to the 

system later on in a particular process. Lack of motivation of members of the group, lack 

of authority and responsibility, lack of trust and leadership of project manager and 

conflicts about management style belong to this subgroup. The reason for these problems 

emerging is the unresolved issues of previous stages that accumulate their strength in time 

period. Such problems that project group encounter before like interpersonal differences 

make current operations extremely difficult in case these problems were not resolved. In that 

case employees see no efforts form project management to solve their problems, lose 

motivation and faith into leader of the project and argue about leader’s ability to run the 

project. The effect is increased by disorders and malfunction of working environment when 

the work place is not equipped in accordance to worker’s needs. Inappropriate 

environment goes as the reason for worker’s lack of attention to processes when he or 

she is physically unable to track all flows in the project. At this stage also arises the problem 

of coordination of supporting systems. It spots the gaps in their efficiency when supporting 

system designed for implementation of the project is not able to keep up with dynamic 

change problems and shapeshift its components according to new state of the structures. 

Within this problem lies the danger of the wrong customization of process to a particular 

situation. It is possibly the result of bigger problems influence going form upper levels. One 

of these problems that affect operations on this stage is the problem of coordination 

between inter-organizational workflows. Since the supporting system cannot be 

effectively supervised it is not able to perform properly.    

The stage of component testing follows the fabrication of components in the process of 

system’s manufacture. This stage aggregates slightly different scope of activities. This 

difference in number of activities add more items to the group problems though they do not 

seem to have nature not similar to problems of previous stages. According to table 20 this 

group includes 17 problems. 
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Table 20. “Component test” group of problems.  

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

9 Component test 

Wrong customization of process to any 

particular situation 

Coordination problems in inter-organizational 

workflows 

Dynamic change problem 

Management information problem 

Insufficient integration of controlling systems 

Complex and dynamic organizational structure 

Lack of motivation of members 

Dissatisfaction about the job or role in the 

project 

Lack of trust and leadership of project manager 

Ineffective communication 

Inappropriate workplace environment 

Lack of authority and responsibility 

Lack of attention to processes 

Insufficient knowledge and skills  

Important information is lost because of 

information compression 

If system element or link fails information can 

never achieve its destination 

Competitiveness of divisions complicates the 

information tradeoff between divisions and 

controllers 

The part of problems in the component testing stage repeats similar problems from previous 

stages. This situation is the manifest of memory effect when certain problems gain the 

strength of their effect through the development of stages. It happens until problems’ severity 

gains its summit and causes system to collapse. In this case to this group of problems can be 

referred problems connected with personal relationships of group members with each other 

and managers of project. Lack of motivation of members, dissatisfaction about the job 

or role in the project, lack of trust and leadership of project manager, ineffective 

communication, inappropriate workplace environment, lack of authority and 

responsibility, lack of attention to processes, insufficient knowledge and skills – all these 

problems have the same system of cause-and-effect relationships as it was described 

previously. The same can be said in relation to branch of problems affecting coordination 

and supporting functions when wrong customization of process to a particular situation, 

dynamic change problem and problems in coordination of inter-organizational flows 
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create the gap in supporting and coordination systems significantly reducing their efficiency. 

Additionally, inappropriate and insufficient integration of controlling systems 

contributes to the problems’ development the organizational system of coordination and 

monitoring. It is important to say that from this stage the monitoring activities are started to 

track the performance of the project development. Activities carried in this field are a good 

place for management information problems to occur in the body of organizational links. 

Thus, the project groups trying to reduce the amount of data for transfer compress the 

information that leads to loss of important parts and the whole information 

transmission can be lost if the link between the levels of organization fail. The number 

of departments and levels involved in the project development makes this disorder possible. 

Due to this characteristic a unique problem arises. Though, it is not very likely to happen in 

the majority of cases sometimes divisions and departments compete with each other in a 

project that complicates the information tradeoff between divisions and controllers. 

Next stage in the process of systems engineering on execution phase continues the 

development of the “system of systems” and starts the integration of planned subsystem into 

system of an enterprise’s project. For achieving this goal project managers initiate stage of 

subsystem verification and subsystem integration. According to table 21 organization 

encounters 12 problems at this stage. 

Table 21. “Subsystem verification/subsystem integration” group of problems.  

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

10 

Subsystem 

verification/subsystem 

integration 

Wrong customization of process to any 

particular situation 

Dynamic change problem 

Insufficient integration of controlling systems 

Complex and dynamic organizational structure 

Ineffective communication 

Insufficient knowledge and skills  

Important information is lost because of 

information compression 

Long time of information delivery from sender 

to receiver 

The complexity and multiplicity of systems of 

information referring to each department make 

the audit of them more difficult 
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Competitiveness of divisions complicates the 

information tradeoff between divisions and 

controllers 

Diversity of encoders and decoders of 

information that complicates the 

understanding of the information by 

controllers reducing its transparency 

Uncertainty in decisions 

Subsystem verification and integration moves the focus of management from group control 

to departments’ coordination when system components are ready for assembly and 

integration in system of organization in order to achieve its goals. On this stage still exists 

the problem of insufficient skills and knowledge but has higher level of application. There 

could be the situation when managers responsible for verification and integration of system 

parts do not possess the required scope of knowledge. Problem of knowledge and skills can 

be decisive in the building of environment required for effective integration because creation 

of transferring mechanisms and transactions delivery depends on decisions made by project 

managers. Thus, complexity and multiplicity of systems of information referring to each 

department may make the audit of them more difficult while the diversity of encoders 

and decoders of information that complicates the understanding of the information by 

controllers reducing its transparency. Another problem caused by project managers lack 

of knowledge and skills is an inappropriate application and insufficient integration of 

controlling systems to audit the results for subsystem verification. These problems slow 

down the information flows and spoils the process of communication between levels and 

departments making it ineffective for the whole body of project. Moreover, project managers 

can apply wrong customization of process to a particular situation in the project because 

of the lack of knowledge, skills, and experience. Apart from problems dwelling in project 

managers’ traits system development can be put in danger by factors external for project. 

These factors are: dynamic change problem, complex and dynamic organizational 

structure, and competitiveness of divisions that complicates the information tradeoff 

between divisions and controllers. If not properly handled these factors can bring chaos to 

communications in the project and supporting systems leading to the loss of important 

information because of compression, ineffective communication and total uncertainty 

in decisions. 

Table 21. Continued 
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The next stage proceeds in integration of the system into organization for goals’ 

achievement. It incorporates activities that resemble the previous stage but are taken in the 

higher. Table 22 shows this group includes 14 problems. 

Table 22. “System verification/system integration” group of problems. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

11 
System verification/system 

integration 

Wrong customization of process to any 

particular situation 

Coordination problems in inter-organizational 

workflows 

Dynamic change problem 

Insufficient integration of controlling systems 

Complex and dynamic organizational structure 

Ineffective communication 

Insufficient knowledge and skills  

Important information is lost because of 

information compression 

Long time of information delivery from sender 

to receiver 

If system element or link fails information can 

never achieve its destination 

The complexity and multiplicity of systems of 

information referring to each department make 

the audit of them more difficult 

Competitiveness of divisions complicates the 

information tradeoff between divisions and 

controllers 

Diversity of encoders and decoders of 

information that complicates the understanding 

of the information by controllers reducing its 

transparency 

Uncertainty in decisions 

This stage can be applied with the same logic of problems explanation in cause-and-effect 

relationships form level of individual traits of project manager to links between levels and 

departments as it was described previously in the stage of subsystem verification and 

integration. However, as this stage proceeds in higher level in organizational structures it 

encounters more system problems in comparison with previous stages. Thus, coordination 

problems in inter-organizational workflows occur in links between departments and 

levels involved in the system development project. The links between them should be 

accurately employed because information flow tends to be sensitive from his stage and if 

system element or link fails information can never achieve its destination. 
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The sage of system validation and its initial deployment finalizes the process of system 

project integration in the system of enterprise initiating its functioning for achieving of the 

goals for which it was designed initially. According to table 23 system validation and initial 

deployment stage encounters nine problems. 

Table 23. “System validation/initial deployment” group of problems. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

12 
System validation/initial 

deployment 

Coordination problems in inter-organizational 

workflows 

Dynamic change problem 

Management information problem 

Insufficient integration of controlling systems 

Complex and dynamic organizational structure 

Lack of motivation of members 

Ineffective communication 

Inappropriate workplace environment 

Lack of attention to processes 

This stage aggregates two sets of activities: monitoring and control activities and deployment 

routine activities. The first set of activities encounters problems connected with information 

communication in the fields of monitoring and coordination. Management information 

problem as the total representation of negative factors’ effects is the results if following 

problems inflicting distraction to process of effective validation of system. Complex and 

dynamic organizational structures and dynamic change problem lead to the situation 

when initially planned state of system no longer matches with the state it should have been 

changed due to internal changes in enterprise and external factors’ influence. Coordination 

problems in inter-organizational workflows and insufficient integration of controlling 

systems make delivery of information and decisions to following parts of project actors 

difficult. The second set of activities shapes the groups of problems that inflict distractions 

to individual performance of project group members. On this stage there still can be the 

problem with motivation of employees. Motivation of employees is the big-scale notion 

and consists of multiple components. In this case motivation of group members may be 

jeopardized by inappropriate workplace environment, i.e. employees do not have enough 

of equipment to fulfill their functions. This problem also leads to the lack of attention to 

processes and overall ineffective communication inside the group and between the groups 

in project.  
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Stage of operations maintenance and service covers the scope of activities that directly 

support systems operation and accumulates the efforts of employees in teams of project 

group who are responsible for that support. Those activities encounter a significant number 

of problems. According to table 24 this stage forms the group of problems consisting of 18 

items. 

Table 24. “Operations maintenance and service” group of problems. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

13 
Operations 

maintenance/support/services 

Management information problem 

Insufficient integration of controlling systems 

Lack of motivation of members 

Lack of trust and leadership of project 

manager 

Conflicts about the management style 

Ineffective communication 

Inappropriate workplace environment 

Interpersonal differences between the team 

Lack of authority and responsibility 

Lack of attention to processes 

Insufficient knowledge and skills  

Important information is lost because of 

information compression 

Long time of information delivery from 

sender to receiver 

If system element or link fails information 

can never achieve its destination 

The complexity and multiplicity of systems 

of information referring to each department 

make the audit of them more difficult 

Competitiveness of divisions complicates the 

information tradeoff between divisions and 

controllers 

Diversity of encoders and decoders of 

information that complicates the 

understanding of the information by 

controllers reducing its transparency 

Uncertainty in decisions 

This stage opens another branch of activities involving new teams to project of system 

development. These new teams’ involvement creates new wave of problems in relation to 

team building and team management. The process of systems engineering has already 

encountered this wave of problems in previous stages which incorporated routine operations 
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of group members. In this case the logic of relationships between problems embodied by 

lack of motivation of members, lack of trust and leadership of project manager, 

conflicts about the management style, ineffective communication, inappropriate 

workplace environment, interpersonal differences between the team, lack of authority 

and responsibility, lack of attention to processes, insufficient knowledge and skills have 

the same cause-and-effect relationships as they used to be in the stage of component testing. 

Besides, as this stage accumulates monitoring activities there is a high possibility of 

information flow coordination problems emerging in teams’ operation. Complexity and 

multiplicity of systems of information referring to each involved department that make 

the audit of them more difficult and diversity of encoders and decoders of information 

that complicates the understanding of the information by controllers reducing its 

transparency cause problems in information flows that accompany project of system 

development process leading to total management information problem. This problem, as 

usual, finds its representation in long time of information delivery from sender to receiver 

and dramatic compression of information causing the possible loss of its main parts. 

Apart from mentioned problems, there are some problems that are encountered very seldom 

but the damage they inflict can be impossible to repair. One of these problems is the 

competitiveness of divisions complicates the information tradeoff between divisions 

and controllers. It sabotages not only the project process but the whole scope of operations 

in organization as it has system nature. This particular problem is more dangerous when it 

cannot be tracked in time. For this managers have to make sure they do not have problem of 

inappropriate integration of controlling systems possible to spot disorders and eliminate 

them. Without proper handling all mentioned problems combine their potential to raise the 

problem of uncertainty in decisions. 

Next stage opens the phase of closure of the project. It cumulates the activities aimed at 

revision of the project performance, mistakes correction and conclusions development 

referring for future projects. This stage particularly revises the system’s potential for changes 

and upgrades and encounters problems connected mostly with information flows issues. 

According to table 25 this group of problems consists of five problems emerging in the field 

of information communication. 
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Table 25. “Changes and upgrades” group of problems. 

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

14 Changes and upgrades 

Important information is lost because of 

information compression 

If system element or link fails information can 

never achieve its destination 

The complexity and multiplicity of systems of 

information referring to each department make 

the audit of them more difficult 

Diversity of encoders and decoders of 

information that complicates the understanding 

of the information by controllers reducing its 

transparency 

The overwhelming volume of the information 

that can be easily accessed leads to the 

misunderstanding of the goals and 

subordination of elements in the processes 

Problems in this group occur mostly in the field of information communication between the 

levels and departments involved in the process of system development. It takes a lot of efforts 

form managers to overcome obstacles created by the internal environment of an enterprise. 

Thus, complexity and multiplicity of systems of information referring to each 

department that make the audit of them more difficult and diversity of encoders and 

decoders of information that complicates the understanding of the information by 

controllers reducing its transparency multiply the flows if information held at the same 

time. This, in its turn, creates a huge volume of information that has to be processed carefully 

because overwhelming volume of the information that can be easily accessed is possible 

to lead managers to the misunderstanding of the goals and subordination of elements 

in the processes. Trying to avoid problem of overwhelming volume of information senders 

compress messages risking to lose some important parts of it during the transmission. 

The whole system of information communication represents the large chain or web 

combining the totality of paths and ways for information transportation. However, in these 

big systems there can be the situation when system element or link fails and information 

can never achieve its destination. 

The last stage of systems engineering process finishes the system development project. The 

project carried through all 14 stages now undergoes final revision activities and is being 

closed or replaced depending on its results. It means that activities carried out in this stage 
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have more system nature and involve several levels of management. That is why problems 

encountered in this stage have systematic nature as well and have the broad impact on the 

whole organization. Table 26 indicates that this group includes five problems. 

Table 26. “Retirement/replacement” group of problems.  

Stage 

No. 

Stage of Systems 

Engineering 
Problems in the stage 

15 Retirement/replacement 

Lack of integration between strategic and 

operational level of enterprise management 

Capital market driven enterprise management 

and risk management 

Technological, Legal developments on the 

commodities, capital, and employment 

markets 

Important information is lost because of 

information compression 

Diversity of encoders and decoders of 

information that complicates the 

understanding of the information by 

controllers reducing its transparency 

The retirement or replacement stage highly depends on the top managers’ understanding of 

the core goals and aims of the project that were set initially, how the environment changed 

since the start of project and how it could influence those goals and aims. From this point, 

the danger form capital market driven enterprise management and risk management 

should be taken into consideration as if these guidelines matched with the scope of project 

it may not be the same situation at its ending. It should be understood what is primary for 

the project the goals that were set before or guidelines that may have changed in a time 

period. Too much of dependence on technological, legal developments on the 

commodities, capital, and employment markets may also be wrong decision on this stage 

the change of those factors cannot match with the results of project developments. Partially, 

those problems are caused by lack of integration between strategic and operational level 

of enterprise management as it reduces the ability of managers at different levels to 

cooperate at all sorts of analysis and conclusions’ developments. Besides, the ongoing 

information transmissions can run in a risk of breaking because of the diversity of encoders 

and decoders of information that complicates the understanding of the information by 

controllers reducing its transparency and the attempts of managers to compress big 

volumes of information that usually leads to loss of important parts of information.  
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

Project management and systems engineering are two big concepts of business aimed at 

providing guidance through the development of solutions for specific issues of enterprise 

management. On the one hand they can be understood as textbooks and instructions for a 

certain type of behavior in a particular situation, on the hand they can be considered as the 

philosophical approaches to the strategic management of organizations. Very often the 

domains of project management and systems engineering overlap and influence each other 

in various degree. This influence is very important to be understood correctly by responsible 

executives. Because of the wrong actions of project managers and systems engineers the 

possible outcome of taking the meaning wrong could be the negative impact on the system 

of relationships. When it comes to the sharing of internal problems it may become vital for 

the whole process of operation. 

This thesis was devoted to investigation of detailed connection between project management 

and systems engineering in project implementation and supervision.  Its main aim was to 

bring the solution to the problem of uncertainty which these two domains share in terms of 

the possible common internal problems or those that may find their reflection in another 

domain. The results of field investigation and modelling of experiment displayed the 

stronger connection of systems engineering and project management in terms of problems 

emergence. It is justified by the fact that certain types of problems project management 

organizations tend to settle down and fit in systems engineering canvas. By this the work 

done provides the answer to the main research question of the thesis. 

As for the support questions the results of target fields’ investigations proved the findings 

that address the main question. Thus, the systematic investigation of review articles ended 

up with formation of the listed of internal problems of project management organizations. 

This list includes 33 types of problems. The number of problems was divided into groups 

according to classification criteria. This classification was supposed to ease the formation of 

problems’ groups in the following comparative analysis. Before the analysis there was 

identified the “bridge” between project management and systems engineering designated to 

accommodate those problems. 

The choice of the “bridge” was made to the advantage of project lifecycle. It was considered 

to as the place that combines the main project management deliverables and the algorithm 
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of engineering of a system. The project lifecycle initiated the comparative analysis as it 

placed identified internal problems of project management organizations within its phases. 

The distribution was carried out according to developed criteria. 

The next stage of comparative analysis performed the correspondence of project lifecycle 

phases and stages of engineering of systems process. This stage was carried for the reason 

of deliverance of systems engineering deliverables to the project management deliverables 

officially establishing the connection between systems engineering and project management 

in desirable canvas.  

The last stage of comparative analysis distributes the findings of the literature investigation 

and classification within the findings of the second stage of analysis. The distribution was 

based on the employed theories of mathematical logic and philosophical theory of Frank 

Ramsey. The stage ended up with distribution of 33 problems identified previously within 

15 stages of systems engineering process. This result gives the authority to conclude that the 

main answer was answered and the supporting goals were achieved.      

Apart from the results of described steps, this thesis also has another value. The classification 

of project management organizations internal problems acts as a systematic review of 

problem field of management. This scientific contribution may help other researchers of the 

field to find the ground of their own developments or to have the starting point for studying 

of overlapping areas. These overlapping areas may include process management and 

functional management issues, internal problems of organizational structures. The one 

potential development of the topic described in this thesis could be the search of the ways to 

eliminate identified problems or prevent their emergence. 

Another important thing could be the practical implementation of the main and support 

results and developments of the thesis. The findings of this work can be used by project 

managers and systems engineers in daily routine operations. It contributes to the 

improvement of company’s real life operations by following developments: gathering and 

classification of organizational problems and distribution of them in the body of the most 

important processes of project management organizations. They appear to be very handful 

in analysis of business processes and issues anticipation. Having the table with classified 

problems manager or specialist in charge will be aware of the possible scenarios and 

outcomes of his or her actions. The distribution of the problems within the process of project 
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development and description of their relations will help the whole project team to avoid 

wrong actions and undesirable outcomes.  

Despite the developments and results of this work it still has the potential for improvement. 

As it was stated before this improvement could be the search for the way of solving the 

identified problems during the implementation and supervision of project. This idea seems 

to be the logical continuation of this thesis problem’s solution. However, it lies beyond the 

thesis’s scope which was formed in the introduction chapter and partially in the related 

concepts review. The best decision to this issue could be the initiation of new research. This 

research would be devoted to the ways of finding the solution to the problems of systems 

engineering and project management in project lifecycle. The present work appears to be the 

best ground for that kind of scientific exploration or experimentation.     
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